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Chapter 1 I ntrod ucti on 
1.1 Project Overview 
Today, the advancement in technology ha made our daily life and r urin m vm 
much faster pace. Individuals are expected to pcrf rm m r ta k 
more efficiently within a given limited time. Thi re ult in trc an depr 1 n among 
those who are unable to cope with this situation. Thu there i an ob iou ri e in uicide 
rate and increase in mental illness cases thr ughout thew rid. 
In Au tralia, there are ver 2,000 c mrnit uicide ca h y ar. The mam cau e 
depre i 11 r bip Jar di rder. M t f the ui ider are un pe pie f a zc ran >ing 
fr m 15 t 0 year Id wh ar affc ted by m nt· I illnc . The ntribut t 
th ir uicidc arc depr 
Henc , it i important to identify and 'i e tr atrnent t th e who planned t c mrnit 
uicide. Having p iti emotional feelin and mental thin ne way t heal r 111 
illnc scs and trc m ne wh ha a nc 1ati m ti 11 f ·Jin 'S a11 I mental 
thinking would brin p 1 ning t the r ani m a ne 1ati in ti n u h ·1 
nvy jeal u , and fear c uld ma c t11' ind crinc yst m accurnulat • 
bl d. An. ict depr · i 11 and d ubt an al· au 1;: p nin ' 
nin 1 in th 
len ·11 If} than a 'li • su ti ·11 und 
111 Mnl11 • m, th' unpu 't I' 11 l' 1(1 . 'Ill 111 HI, r· ·111111 1111 I Ill II(,, tl1111 1111' lllH II' th 
s ·h I luldr ·n a11 I 11111 ·1 11 1 stu I ·nt: h 1v • l 1 { U! ht 11 111 11npl ·a. 1111 111 I till H1tcd 
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incidents and consequences to the students. xamplc of the o incident include fi htin 
and killing among the school children in sck lah a 1 rn at r mb n 
(wolverinemalaya.com, 2005) and murder due t a break up 
(nextlevel.com.my, 2000.). Hence, this re earch pr jcct w thu initiated t m ti t 
the impacts of emotional, mental and physical health t ward the academic p rf rmanc 
of the undergraduate students of 'aculry mputer cicncc f Uni r ity Mala a. 
1.2 Problem tatements 
The impacts fem ti nal, mental and phy ical health l ward the academic perf nuance 
of the tudent have br ught a ut the concern f the t acher parent and Mini try f 
"ducati n. 
In Malaysia, there i till n t ct a ailabl a y t m that an u cd t anal zc the 
emotional, mental and phy ical health pr lcm that the tud nt arc expcriencin 1, and 
ugg t uitable tre tm nt uch a c rerci e and eekin 1 ad ice fr 111 p y hiatri I. 
bvi u ly, it can identified a ii wheth r a tudent is ha inu ph sica! h altl: pr l m 
y I in at hi health nditi 11 • '. i, ha in t fo ·r , ' r threat, \I al iuu u. in 1 
crutched, et th ph ical h alth pr blemt uld induce differ ·nt I impa ·t I th· 
academic perf n11a11 ·c { th· uudeut h suff ·1: pl11si ·al 11 ·alth pi bl ·111 I• 1 uiuple 
a 'ht 'Ill Ii is i111111 I ii· du· t IJ 1 • h 11 • t11Jt11 • 1111 11 t f) ·r 1111 1 ·ucl muc 1111 \ II 
• 1111 a · t u ~·tu I ·111" II :111' t•1: f1 ma. ll1r1m. 
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Similarly, students who have emotional and mental pr blerns would n t t=XC I in th ir 
academic study. As there are no such systems available in Malaysia to a 
these health problems, this project is thus initialed. 
1.3 Project Objective 
The objective is to develop a y tern t analyze the emoti nal, mental and ph . ic I health 
problems and suggest appropriate treatment for the students. 
Thi ystem aim to achieve the f JI wing: 
• T analyze and i entify the level fem ti nal, mental an ph ical health pr lem . 
• T rec mmcn uitablc e rer iscs ~ r rud ·ut t 
and phy ical health r blcrn . 
• T help tudcnts t maintain cm ti nal rn intal and phy ·i al health. 
• To help students to attain high elf-c tc m and c n idcnc in academic study. 
1.4 Project cop 
The pr ject sc pe are: 
• In ti ati n n the impa t f in ti nal, Ill sntal and ph teal he llh pr lcm 
t ward acad mic tud c ta Ii lied based n V ra f iffer . a ·s ·sm nt m ith 
• An in , ti 1ati n i · · ndu ted n th · inal 'itr . tu I 11t. r Ftt iult 1 
. ·i ·11 • au I Inf rmuu 11 T' ·1111 
'01111 ut ·r 
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1.5 Expected Outcome 
The expected outcome of this project is: 
• A system that could help students to identify the levels of cmoti 11 I rncnt I nd 
physical health problem and uggcst appropriate treatment 
problems in order t help the studen t excel academically. 
th 
1.6 Project Schedule 
ach ta k or each pr ject ziven an e tirnate durati n t ace mplish, The pr ject 
schedule i an imp rtant t help idenuf the e [ucnce f ta ks and the · timated 
duration that each ta k r pr cc are required t c mplete. 
el w i th antt chart that h w th pr jc t ch dul f r the de cl pm ·nt f 
MPilA 'I . 
ID ToskNomo StNt F111Jh 
1 ProjOGt Dof1nrtlon &'2Sl2004 &1&'2CXM 
2 Conduct t.Aor11hn Review 7/1~ &2&?00<f <41d 
1f'l3/'XX)A 
~ 1<Y1Pl2lXM nd 
5 n 1Vtl?OOol 
1~ l()2d 
7 1111 
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1. 7 Report Layout 
This project consists of eight chapters hat arc explained briefly sh wn bcl w: 
Chapter 1: Introduction 
This chapter provides an introducti n ab ut the pr jcct. It include the pr ~ t bj ti e 
statements of problem, project scope , expected utc me and the pr jcct chedul . 
Chapter 2: Literature Review 
This chapter empha i on the topic re ear h d. It include r iew n the e i tin 
y tern and the re earch t pie . Review 11 the f ature apabilitie f the tern 
architecture and the de cl pmcnt t Is that arc appr pri t • 
y tern are al o pre cnted. 
the d el mcnt f the 
Chapter 3: Re earch Metbodolo 
Thi chapter hi hli iht n hardw e, Itwar and auth rin ' t 1 that can be used for 
dcvel pment. 
is 
Thi chapter lab rate 11 the ad pted. It al: •,plum' th 
Cun ti nal r quir uncnts n 11-fu11 ·tt nut t • 1ui1 m ·11ts. It 11 cl\ nr • an I , fh l r · 
r ·quir .rn 'Ill r tit. s l '111. 
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Chapter S: System Design 
This chapter describes the system architecture de ign, y. tern functi nality de i 1 
database design and user interface design. 
Chapter 6: System Implementation 
This Chapter con ists of an explanati n of implementation and c ding written pr 
and the description of system design into the executive y tern. 
Chapter 7: y tern Testin 
Thi chapter describe the pr ce t dete l the defect f the tern l en ur the y tern 
meet the u er rcquir 'mcnt and pr du • a quulii 
haptcr 8: y tern Evaluation 
Thi chapter includ d the de cripti n ab ut the tern stren h limitation, perf rmance, 
de cripti n ab ut current enhan mcnt d 11 and Iutur enhancement that can c d 11 •• 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction to Literature Review 
A literature review for this project is very important a they mi ht h imil r 
characteristic in some existing system that can help dcvel per t di c vcr om of th 
existing features. Through studies n the existing sy tern, the de cl per can h a b ittcr 
understanding of on line survey in current system and Urn existing f the pr blem domain. 
Within this literature, the developer will learn the exi ting tern and m dify r enhance 
it into more powerful feature. 
owever, the main f literature re iew i t idcntif the h rta cs and t 
current e i ting urv y ystern that th d cl per an uil] the . t rn that au me. 
the demerit f the curr nt y tern. 
Besides, the literature review al f cu n cvcral development t ol .uch a ailablc 
pr gramming techn I ie , databa c multimedia t I that an help t nin a 
kn wlcdge f their trength and limitati n fi r dcv .lopcr t 
proj ct. 
7 
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2.2 Overview of Survey Forms 
The survey can be conducted by manual file systems or w b- as d sy. t m . 
Manual File Systems 
Nowadays, there are still many analyzer u ing the manual fit 
survey information about the phy iologie r healthy pr blem. hi 
th ir 
i not 
advisable as it involves huge amount f paper document . ata rec rded a hand-written 
will be a cumber me procedure t make chan 'C . ft al. time c n urnin ecause pend 
more time to receive feedback fr m pe ple and wa te m nc . c idc that, the d cument 
file are easily mi placed and even 1 t I t. Il we er, with m nual file urv y y tern, all 
the inf rrnati n data that kept in fil Ci Id and dundau c p ·ciall 
the human mi take in incorrect input. 
Web-ba ed y tem 
Many urvcys are ndu t we -ba d tern. The u er an acce the m 111 an 
locati n and anytirn . The ad anta c ea ·icr t a . s th · d ta t 111 th 
di advanta ie i when a netw r failure c urr d, the stem can n t be ace· ed 11d all 
the inf rm ti n that th· u er 
cau e the 1 t fpr ducti itie and time. 
v ill I t and nc d t re inter th· dntu. Thi.' ill 
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2.3 Review Existing Survey Forms 
Web-based systems 
a. Case Study 1 
s.wcti 1""11(1 J ~ ,, 
. ' 
~ .,. . 
)1-(lp•l/-.hoot.no~~.Ullfl/ptp_llllJ'ffll -et '1'' 0 t.* I ••• t .' !·~-.-;.....;........,.....,... • 
Test Your Psychosomatic (Mind-body) 
Longevity 
Answer YES or no to the following 100 que.noos 
, G-n•tlc lnh•rttanc• 
1 Did boltl your per ntS ~vo boyond og 75 
d eth)? 
(not COur(Jf\O ccld n I c ' of YES NO 
l'I y s 
Yt:S 
&wlronn,.nt 
5 t:J tn whor 
Flnlltlcfal VlebUlty 
Al ltl nd ol och 11none1 1 
ure 2.1: tudy I 
Introduction 
http://www.hcalin '-happine m/prp 1 O.html 
This urvey rs nline ur c and it u ed t te t p ch Mind-b d I n f • it . 
Thi ur ey ha nsi t f man i ffer 'Ill iate 1 ric , there arc 
genetic inh ·ritan 11 ir nmcnl, fiuan ial iabilit ph si al di ·t h nlth 
lif t le tr' s-: •nsili it and r la;ntion ills in ental Iitn ss pl i Ill i Ill, 
x ·1(-r SJ usil ili: f huu; 
r •sili •11t t utl ' : insc r I uq ), ·, fauril \ r, I ·11ds f I luucn ·1111 s long. tl · ·I ii llm 1. 
I II • It .• Ill 
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Weaknesses of the system 
The weakness of this system is the user need to calculate their score m nually, Thi will 
take time consuming and miscalculation of score. hcrcforc, it result 
analysis. Besides, the system is not attractive and lack f aphic, im gc r anirn ti n. 
Weaknesses of survey form 
Scope questions in this survey form are too large. It total all the different categories' 
score. It did not specify which categories with what score and will c me ut with 
different analysi . 
a e tudy 2 
Survey on Happiness 
Wb r11 do you tllll nd.r lio? 
~ .... 
l•'11 t1rl' . · ':t. ' 'tu I 1 • 
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Introduction 
http://surveyland.tripod.com/Happy.htm is a website that consist urvey quo ti nnair 
created by Perseus SurveySolutions. This sy tern is survey n happin . Thi urv 
describes your views towards Happiness. This ystcm c me out with imp! , nd h rt 
questions (surveyland.tripod.com, 200 l ). 
Weaknesses of the system 
One of the weakness of the system is it wiU not function when failure network ccurred 
because it is web-based survey. Beside , the y tern i inc 11 i tent. When click the 
ubmit button, it cannot display the re ult pa e in me nditi n, hi 
attractive and lack f raphic , irna re r animati n .. 
tern i n t 
Wea kn 'of survey form 
The que tionnaire arc t simple and n t rclat ·d with th m ti nal, mental and phy i al 
health that can impr e the inn r ha pp inc . -r m d in 1 thi sur e , it d • n 't help 
people to et awarene a ut th ·i h alth pr bl ~m . 
11 
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c. Case study 3 
( 
J 
Self Tests: Personality 
()«U).,,_)'Q.l'..,, _ _,,,,..,,,.()I 
you,,._., ee ""1)ri>ed wnol YI>' lo<wTI 
Ooyou--~""'""'"~? 
igurc 2. tudy 3 
.. 
,~, .. ~I 
-;I 
ACT Profile 
Jl ....... .... 
Part 1 ,, 
l\o40I ... 
f ttlM 
v ytr. h 
••lffllt 
F1111t • .I· ':1, .·111 I 
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Introduction 
(http://health.yahoo.com/health/centers/personality/l 648.html) 
This website is about pursuing happiness, it is more f cu on nc ariv rn 
depression, anger, and anxiety than on posit ivc em uon uch a happin and 
satisfaction. 
This website provides self tests from p ych I gy. The pc pie can I ct the t t that th 
are prefer and will come out with detailed, personalized interpretati n f y ur core that 
includes diagrams, information on the test topic and tip health.yah .com, 2 0 l-2004 . 
Weaknes es of the system 
ne f th wcaknc e f th u er cann t a e s th quc ti nnairc v hen failure netw r 
occurred becau e it i web-ba d ur ey. Thi la k f animati n , graphic r 
image that can aura tivc p pie in u iuu the t nn. inputer ann t 
support some feature f we it lik tatistic. The t st f this . stern are n t clear 
because there ar n t h wn in clear pla it i hard t find it ut. thcrwi c thi 'Y tern 
doe n I pr vide any cxer i f r p pie t their illnes . 
Wea kn es of th rurve form 
Th f r the quc ti nnair re t lar c. ' me . impl and 
am her' nr • mun differ 'II ' p<111 f th' qu '. tionnai: ' but all qu •:ti llS ur • f' r 
·m ti n It ·alth Th ·1 • lid 11 t in ·l\11 · mental amt ph :1 ·;:11 h nlth qn-. 11011 · 
f the \ll ·sll nu lit' s ure t > ' 1111 I'. ith th· lnni itll. \! •J" 1l \. 111 1111 • p • 1pl • 
h'l tc u11d 'f. ta11d and ar1:" ·r th· 1u ·.tr HIS 
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- . 
QUEST ONNA RE Page 1 
The Que11\onnaire is pr tcnt•d In " ter'ita of l)OJe•. Cor ta l'Y 10lo1lc"l 
Tlli t. 
\llork through the que1 lon11, cllcklnc thr bor ner to 1hr. 11rot>rl111r !"I': ell 
"Tes", "feybe" or "No". (Tlv- teri k rrl111r lo ti l11tr1' corll\l). n S Ott or 
la left to fill In l et er, 
An!Ptcr ,.. honc11ly 1111 you can: 1httre II no l)Cllnt In trylnc 10 ".ite youra If l 
aood" - thot would c counter ro ertve, 
You lllOY prefer 10 prln1 out 
Ou 1t\O<V1 Ir trl •· 
PDIC flrat, In order to keep e record of your 
A - EXTRAVERS ON/ NTROVERSION 
Traill - ACTIVITY 
• Arc you llNIP ell ;;hen 1011 •ct nyoJ .. - d o il<n•c p:roJcet th1> colh f'nt 
1-~eifW( 
Fi urc 2.5: tud 
" J Ci> 
..,.._,., .. 1n•. 
Ymir Stnr~ 1111 th ~ r.,.11 · 0 0 • 0 
The no1'11 on th!• trolt 11 b 11ttcn 18-19 ( .. 111111ollc11I 
repr nt don 1}'.q folloooinc <el : 
ro1l11o1t<J11), rt.Ir ""'Y 
s lf o•c • 31 30 2 28 2'I 2 25 2<1 23 Z2 21 20 19 11 18 lT I l 14 13 12 11 10 
8 7 4 3 2 l 0 lu(l"r nr ty 
It l\l"r 111 untlt u 10 II f\iut Tr11l 1 Q » J Un
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Introduction: 
(http://www.trans4mind.com/questionnaire/questions.htm) 
From the Nine Principles for Happiness and Healing website, w can sc tJ1 I di pl y of 
"Know Your Own Mind" page. This page pr vidcs the to I f r a wid -ran in anal i 
for personality that include covering the area of introversion or xt:r v rsion motional 
stability, determinism, sexuality and cial and political attribute . Th questionnaire of 
this website will help you to see your mental, emotional and behavioral trengths and 
weakness. This questionnaire is provided by Profe sor f human psycho! gy Hans 
Eysenck with his book 'Know Your wn Per onality'. The u ti nnaire con ists of 4 
categorie and each with a number f p ych logical Trait . ~ach rait i pr cnted n a 
eparate pa . e ide , each pa 1e nt in th anal • ite 
provide 2 ver ion f que ti nnair there arc u a manual- c rin 1 er i n f the 
que ti nnaire and aut maticall -S m er i n the uc ti nnaire tran 4mind. rn, 
1972). 
Weaknc • of th yst m 
y tern did n t pr ide 
overc me th ir illne 
Ci r th \I h r bl ·ms 
• t srn will n t Iuu ti u, 
he interface f U1c v eb it are n t u er friend! and n l attracti '. Ea h part f the 
qu . ti nnair · i ·I mu h and 11 imn ·s ar · pr i 1111 • n th • 1 Ut' •• 
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Weaknesses of survey form 
Some of the questionnaires are not suitable for undergraduate students bccau c m 
the questions are ask based on social and politically or working area . The cop ij r th 
questionnaire are too large. It is more appropriate f r working pc pie. 
Manual File ~ tem 
e. Case Study 5 
Stress has been on the increase from year to year. ur lives ha e chan ed irrevocably. 
The advancement in technology ha made ur daily life and routine m vin r much fa ter 
pace. At the arne time, people expected a higher tand rd f Ii ing than b f re. 1 he 
p pie are w rk hard and w rk I n h urs, Thi r ult • tr pr bl m. ur f rm 
created by everly . Palmer, a Ph. fr m alif rnia tale ni er iry, rninguez l Iills. 
(Ref, r Appendi 11 valuat ·d a ut the tr d am n ' th p plc. trc eel i a p~u t 
of emotional health pr blcm. hi urvc c n i t 2 part · there are 'Arc Y u tr sed?', 
and 'what are Y u om T land I in urvcy make u 111 re und r tand 
ab ut tre ed and h w t 
tr ed. 
·r m · the 'tr .cd. Y u will kn w h w t handlin • ur 
Why u e era P iffer' a meat methodology in EMPH 
·1 he ur • qu ·:ti 11s that I u · · J t • aluat · lh · stud •nt J rf 111rn11 • • 
Ill ntal nud II th' V nu p i f •1 '. 
·m ti nnl 
I Iappin · s' V irn I ·1( ·1 1s n qu ilif ·ti 11111 stfh rrn Hh ·111p1. I and h •11th k111 ·. iol 1 t 
Th· . lat m nts n ·1 'l f •111 ti 1111, m ·11t:il 1t1 I 1 h i ·ut It· 11th p1 ii I 111 • tlt•11 11 11 tll 
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happened to human. The provided questions help us more understand about chara tcrisri 
behaviour and the experiences that have been gone through. It al o off r simpl 
effective treatments based on what health problems you have. W c an kc p on m 
do the question statements and follow the treatment that the b k iv n, it will h Ip u 
overcome our health problems and become happines . 
I'm more preferred to use the question statements belon t V ra Pei er a my urve 
question. It is because there are easy to understand and consi t f emotional, mental and 
physical health (Refer Appendix I). 
17 
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2.4 Technology Review 
2. 4.1 Development Model 
Software development model is a description f oftwarc procc which is pr ntcd ft m 
a particular perspective. The software development proc mcth m ll 
developed the computer software. There arc the frwarc dcv I prncnt : 
2.4. I. I Waterfall Model 
R qui r m n 
dcfini ion 
[ 
Sysl m nd 1> f't11nr 
d sign 
[ 
lmnl •m•nt1t Ion und j 
sof'twar • Je. ign 
J 
Op irn ion nnd 
11 !11 tcnun ' J 
-iaur 2.7: Wat rfall M d I 
In th waterfall aPI r a h th· intir • pr Jc ·t i. planned ut ' 111'. In 
waterfall model each pha: • ·nd. ith a erifi ati n r le t acti it t 
II 
and 1 r du ·s 1111pr) 1111 bu: lin · 1 int .nne 1111 • p1 111 t. ·I, 
it is I \II 1111d 'I I t mn] ·1!11111 • • lllrt I I rt • '. . lJ. unll ' v 11t ·1 I lll Ill I I is us • I \ h 'II 
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determined and the risk of change is small. The dcvel pment pha cs u cd in W t rf 11 
approach are Requirement definition, ystem and software desi , I mplcrncntnti n n 
unit testing, Integration and system testing, and Operation and mainrcnan c. 
Table 2.1: Pros and ons fi r Waterfall M dcl 
Pros 
= Testing in inherent to every phase of the 
Waterfall model. 
• Simple to understand and ea y to 
implement. 
• It i d cumentati n driven, m an the 
d curnentali n i pr due d at v ry 
tage. 
• It reflect basic ngineering practic . 
• Changes may cau e c nsiderable 
c nfu ion a the project progre ses 
becau e inc rp rate iterati n indir ctly. 
• he pr duct i n t a ailable f rte ting 
r trial it intended u r until the ·nd 
f the pr ~e l. 
• In I in i mi ·icaut rcw rk and hi h 
ts in it rati n. 
• ate availability f w r n. 
19 
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2.4.1.2 V Model 
S inom I 111 t Ion J CY· tcm ~I cificnLio11 
Architectural design 
~-~- l ~b s l •m cl s i n 
Soft~or rl v lopmcni 
[ Modul d . ign Modul ft•. lln J 
1111 it' A! ~ur1111cr1 
V m de! i a variati n f th waterfall m dal that dem n trate h w the te tin acti itic · 
.... ~ L CudlttR l 
·----------Proj• t Mnn1 <'m'nt 
are related t analy i and d • i rn. Jn V m d ·J with anal is and d 1 in 11 the I t hand - 
Fi urc 2.8: V M d I 
ide and th te tin and maintenance the y tern i nth i •hl hand sid . ~a h t p n 
the ri ht-hand sid 1. f rm th' ba i ft stin i it ' ur • t nt st p n tit I•{ hnnd-: id . 
V- hap d m del d c 11 t run int the pr bl m that the s Ilwar · i. imp 
becau c t m t t, ml <lti n t • ·t, and unit t ist ar plann ·d ah •;:1 I 
0 
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Table 2.2: Pros and Con for V Model 
Pros ons 
• More explicit relationship between 
development and verification activities. 
• The output can be ensured to uit the 
requirement of the users due to the user' 
involvement in acceptance testing pha e. 
2.4. I.3 Incremental Model 
Def in' out I in j 
r qui r 1 n ls 
ssign.r quir 1 nts] 
o mer 1 nts 
• 
• Validation only t th end. 
• ft inv Ive cxtcn ivc I ting thu it i not 
very c st effective. 
llcsinn 11 st 11 
ar hil ur 
• lo v. lop Ii 'sl 11 I L mer 1 nl J Vnl i<lnt 1 in r 1 nt 
• 1Sl I in ClllpJ •l 
\'ii ldutc l 
sy~, ~ 
I 
.,_ Fin I s st 'I Int grntc 
inercacnt 
Ii1ur·2. :I11·r·mc11talM cl I 
·11 d ' n into 11 
• \HI 1l t l iont 
» p 111111 .nt ' 1th th· s 'll ·111 t 11111 th ·111 ·I 11 Jf 1 th ·11 1 • 1111t l'Ul 1111' Ii 1 I 1t ·1 111 •1 111 111. 
. I 
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As new increments are completed, they are integrated with the cxistin , increment s th t 
the system functionality improves with each delivered increment. here i al a I w r 
risk of overall project failure as the highest priority services arc delivered fir t and 1 · t r 
increments are integrated with them. 
Table 2.3: Pros and Cons for Incremental Mod l 
Pros 
• Good use of available resources. 
• No need to maintenance. 
• Flexible. 
• ower ri k all ver the pr ject failure. 
• egenerate to built and fix m del. 
• extra time pent n te ting and 
d cum ntati n. 
• difficult to plit up 
int in rcment . 
• xp n ivc. 
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2.4.1.4 Spiral Model 
Project 
Start 
vd uo te olt 
Cl ntlty8 ~ 
. s Determine otJJedlv es, etternetlves, & oon!Strsnts 
Pl~nneid pha 
igure 2.1 piral M d I 
The piral model i in re uita le for ftwar roj ·ct de I pmcnt model i m re suited 
t oftware pr jcct . piral m del i an it rativ appr ach defined b Barry , chm 
88 . "'ach it rati c d Ii ·r the incremental fun ti nalit that uild 
iterati n. The i ue can be pl re at art sta e t minimizina the impa t f pr bl 111 
by devcl p d the pr [e t in it erati c. W .an ·e that a h I p in th' 
repr ent a pha c f the ftwar d cl pment h I op i plit into f ur 
I. is nit ·1 nuti •s 1111 I 
!. \luat · altt-r11nti l' 11. k, 
l ' cl r and 'Iii' II' I I· Ip idu 'I
. I hn ue: t phas · 
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Table 2.4: Pros and Cons for piral Model 
Pros Con 
• Estimates get more realistic as work • Spiral model i hard I imp! m nt. 
progresses because the questions have 
been raised. 
• It allows the cancellation of the project if 
the risks sugge t failure. 
• It is more able to cope with the changes 
that software development general I 
entail . 
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2.4.1.5 Rational Unified Process (RUP) 
Phas s 
Workflows I 1ncep~o~ JI Elabo tlon l[ Con tn.ic:tlon ]I Tnm. ltfon 1 
Business Modelln9 
l mplerncnte tion 
Test 
Deployment 
Requirements 
Analysis & Design 
• . - . . . . . . . . -"------- • . 
Conflgurcillon 
& h 9<? Mg t 
Pr<>J eel Mana9em en 
Environment 
. ... • . .. 
{ 
I IrlU11I llEI:. ;ul Et :n j ~oist nst I <> ' rrnn tl 0 • I 61 
urc 2.11: Rati n I. nificd Pr c 
and iterati n. he R P ha h h riz ntal a i r pr· ent tirn and 
h w f ur equential ph e f the pr ce where itcrati n ar included in each pha . 
The fi ur pha e ar • f f llow: 
J. Incepti n - F u 11 und rstandin the r o f'the pr t., t. 
2. ..:.lnb rari n Th· ar hit tur · H;' w ·II as th· 1 · tHir nu ·11ts 
Tra11 ·i11 I\ Th' l\ n II • 11111. t I I II It Ill t 'tl I )Ill 'I '<1111 mp. tlu uh I 
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The vertical dimension represents core proces workflows, which r up activiti '· 
iteratively. 
Table 2.5: Pros and on for RUP 
Pros 
• RUP is based on the principles such as 
taking an iterative, requirements-driven, 
and architecture-based approach to 
development. Project prcgres 
measured against clear mile t ne . 
• The it rati n in arc ri k driven that 
oriented t ward miti atina ri k. 
• i h level ad well d cumentati n. 
OD 
• 
it' only cover part f the oftware 
pr ces doe n t co er a peel of 
maintcn nee and upp rt . 
e n t cxplicitl upp rt multi-pr ject 
and 
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2.4.2 Application Platform 
Application platform or operating system is a main control program of the c mputor th t 
can schedules task, manages storage, and handles communication with peripheral . Th 
application platform enables user to make used of the applicati n pr am by r que ting 
through an Application Program Interface (API). With the pcratin s t m, u er can 
directly interact through a command language or aphic U er Interface Ul). 
The most popular application platforms are: 
2.4.2.1 UNIX 
The UNIX operating ystem i developing at AT&T Bell ab rat ry. ut now it bee me 
very pr minent at univcrsilie and re arch la all rid. Th NIX are ffer 
several c mrnand interpr t r 
of applicati n epar t ly. 
n 1 mana c the hardware and cxccutin ' 
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Table 2.6: Pros and Cons for NV< 
Pros 
• The programs execute mush faster. 
• It can run on many computers. 
• Have short command syntax. 
• One file system, no devices. 
• Free software available. 
• Easy data, display, and peripheral acce 
over the Network. 
• pen sy tern for total user contr I. 
• Hav a ability t combine function and 
c rnmands. 
• High calability. 
• trong parallel proce ing. 
• mall y tern and applicari n rnem ry 
and P u age. 
• Application written in run fa t ·r and 
perf rm etter. 
• Le pr ne t mern r leak . 
• tr 
• basi ir t • and lutubn · 
ons 
• asc sensitive. 
• Non- en iblc : yntax. 
• Little or no hardware r stri tion . 
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2.4.2.2 Linux 
Linux is an open source desktop operating system that used for a wide riot f 
purposes including networking, software development, new usability cnhan m nt and 
end-user platform that is flexible and simple to use. 
Table 2.7: Pros and on for LINUX 
ons Pros 
• It's almost free to relatively inexpensive. • inux: is hard t in tall, learn and u e. 
• ource code is included. • ack f multimedia and ideo t I . 
• Bug are fixed quickly. 
• M re stable than ther rn dern peratin 
y tern, 
• Truly multi-u er and multi-ta kina. 
• Make office w rk simple with 
c mmercial- rrade applicati n . 
• Have internet c nn ti n built in. 
• ack a number f I etting panel . 
2.4.2.3 Windows P Pro/es tonal 
Wind W' r Pr Ie si nal is Mi r . n II .wo l und is th' t ·t I uutin I 
'iz fl usin • · · ·; nnd us 1 \ h cl ·11m11d th hi h ·r xunputin I iv 1r 
/9 
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Table 2.8: Pros and Cons for Windows XP Pr fessional 
Pros 
• More reliable, easily recover from system • There have some sofrwar 
problems. that won't operate und r XP, t I a t 
• A feature called Remote Assistance 
enables user to have a friend or IT 
professional that is also running 
Windows XP remotely contr I u er's 
computer to demon trate a proce or 
help solve a prob) m. 
• n rypting Fil y t m pr vi c a hi rh 
level f pr tecti n f with a rand ml 
enerated key. 
• Window Messenger provide an ea y 
way t c mmunicate and c llab r, t in 
real time n r's inputer. 
• a y t u duet it intuiti e, ta k- a d 
de i 111. 
• A eparate pa w rd-pr tected ac unt 
an c ct up f c us r with Iillcr ·nt 
• It in .lude: sim: I· · iz ud: f 1 x ·111111 111 '' 
r , all I 11 a111)m111 all 
without updated patche r dri r . 
• harin XP with m re than n machine 
in the house i n t acceptabl 
• er needs to reactivate XP if a erious 
upgrade f ' internal mp nents is 
und rtake due Mier o u e a 
mpl] ate I alculati n t ta 1 X t a 
peci ic ma hine. 
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services. 
2.4.3 Pro rammin Language 
2.4.3.l Java Server Page (JSP) 
Java Server Pages (J P) technology i based is a part of un's Java 2 "'nt rpri e Edition 
(J2E ) JavaBeans. J P provide an ea y and p werful way t built we pag with 
dynamically. It i created using HTM such a ta rs and criptlets written in Java. J ~p 
upports the same m dularity, reusability, platf rm-independence and acce t Java 
API tbat Java pr gr mmina upp rt . 
Ta le 2.9: r and 
Pro OD' 
• J P techn logy i Write nee un 
Anywhere. 
• J I pa res can e rn 
b e er· platf rm , and acr 
with ut an han ic . 
• ·p. ate thc : t'1li 11 s .otati n t ·mplat is 
ti 
ithi11 • .I •111111 Jn lf t•m\.' nllll Hll111t 
• J 
mp nent and thi an intr du 
particular sc urity ri k 
• J 'P cl ium mtati n ·quir · an 
thcr 
on all .. la a 
I • 11 i: .uu · · it nu 11m • 
. I 
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• Dynamic content of JSP can be served in in 
a variety of formats such as Java 
HTML/DHTML, WML or XML. • JSP delivers poorer pcrf rman 
• JSP Completely leverages the ervlet compared to Microso t' A P 
API (developer.java.sun.com, 1996- tcchn I. gy n Wind w platf rm 
2000). (ncwsoftland.c .nz). 
2.4.3.2 Active Server Page.Net (ASP.Net) 
ASP.NET i the late l set f techn I ie in the Mier oft .N ~ ram w rk for the rapid 
devel prnent buildin XMI W b 
fr m Active ervcr Pa cs A P2. I . 
nd We appticeti n .. It i a m j tran iti n 
a r u t [cct rientcd cnvir nment. 
A P.N T pa c execute n the crvcr and zencrat markup uch a HTM , WM , r 
XML that i sent to a client computer. 
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Table 2.10: Pros and Cons for A P. T 
Pros ons 
• Database-driven functionality allows 
programmers to develop web applications 
that interface with a database. 
• The code is compiled into "machine 
language" before visitor viewed a website 
• AJlows pro ammers to set up pag r 
areas of pages that are commonly reused 
to be cached for a et peri d f time t 
impr v the perf rmancc f web 
application . 
• Aut matically r c ers from mcrn ry 
leaks and error to en ure the availabilit 
of a web ite. 
• upport m re than 25 .N T 
uch a VB.Net, #,and 
J cript.Net m dn.mi r m . 
• Pr vi des rich et f librarie . 
• implific buildina 
s .pa atin ' ml .nt r 
and it need to be h ted on a Mier oft 
web crvcr brillianccw b.c m 2003 . 
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2.4.3.3 Microsoft Visual Basic.Net (VB.Net) 
Microsoft Visual Basic.NET is the newest productive vcr i n f the Visual Ba ic t I s t 
that enables developers to address today's pressing application dcvel pmcnt 1 u 
effectively and efficiently. 
VB.NET enables to create rich application for Micro oft Wind w m le time, 
incorporate data access from a wider range of database cenario . It al create 
component with minimal code, and build web-ba ed applicati n . 
VB.N T provides a fir t cla bject- riented pr gramming langua e with new feature 
uch a implcmcntati 11 inheritance, verl din 1, and P ram tcrizcd c n truct r . 
Additi nally, dev I per will b able I creat hi •hly er llabl de with explicit free 
threading and highly maintainable c de with the additi n f m dcmizcd Ian uagc 
construct like structured exccpti n handling. 
2 . .J.4 I atabas 'Man. g tm int st im 
2.4.4.J Microsoft QL erver 2000 
Mier ft erver 2000 which is de c 11de11t 
pr vide um van e apa ilitie that mer a c empl 
ft ' L 'er e: ur, i 11 7. , 
int · 'rat · 
h tcr I nc u l'l iud mu ·il\liz · u1 it.H.I an J p nntinu ud 1ct • 
m, 
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It is an enterprise data management platform that inte rate Structured uery an ua 
(SQL)-based, relational database with Extensible Markup an rua e (XML). m n \: 
features of Microsoft SQL 2000 are depicted as follow: 
1. Cascading Declarative Referential Integrity re crvc ref r ntial integrity of tab! 
while implements cascading to allow a wider range f pcrations ( tylu inc. om . 
2. The built-in XML enables a seamles transfer f data and implifi the 
integration of back-end systems. 
3. SQL Server 2000 Analysi ervice pr vide s phisticated analy i n large and 
complex data using multi-dimensional t rage. 
4. ata Transformation ( T ) Import and xp rt Wizard and the T Package 
igner aut mate the I adin '• extracti n and trans fi rmati n f data fr m 
heter geneou urce . 
5. nab! rem to u er accc data thr u h HT P Hypertext Tran fer Pr toe I 
without connected to the Intranet. 
Table 2.11 : Pr and n fi r Mier ft 
Pros on 
00 
• e: 11 t ha 
• l liah · tin 'Ui11111pth·: stem 
• It is dif 1 ult t administer. 
11 ne in ti c mput rand 2 pr 
in a single in ranee t lu in .c m . 
• I Ii rh per orman · • r ·liabl1; ands' ·ur ·. 
• Ent · Jri: ··I · ·I d unbus • 111 111a 
v ith ma, imum lutalws · s11 ir r uphl 
I 00, ()() I ·1 ah 1c: 
. ~ 
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2.4.4.2 MySQL 
MySQL is one of the most popular versions of Open ource L databa: whi h i 
developed, distributed, and supported by MySQL AB (a commercial comp ny that 
founded by the MySQL developers). It is a platform f r building mi ion ritical and 
heavy load database solutions. Some of the features that available in My L ar : 
1. internals and portability 
2. Scalability and limits. Handles large database. 
3. mbedded MyS L erver library ena le ea ier t embed f M 
third party software and soluti n . 
erver in 
ive a huge speed b t t appli ati n with repetitive 4. uery cache in My 
queries. 
5. implify the migrati n fr m thcr databa My L ervcr. 
Multi-table L T ~ and UP AT~ tat m nt have e n added. 
7. Securities provide. 
able 2.12: Pr and 
Pro on· 
l pr id ' t ' 1111 i al • 
• xten ive nline d cumentati n are upp rt. 
• N t full L omplnint \I hi ih mu availabl ~. 
• mp urblc v ith 111.111 diff ·1 ·nt 
I sratin ' s SI .ms 
be 'UllN' J 1 11 111: \ 1th Ill phc tll JI 
s 1 c1 th111 fi 1111 th it wn .' L qu ii'. 
0 I 
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2.4.5 Data Access 7' vtnology 
2.4.5.1 ADO.NET 
• bject below the table level annot b ' 
locked. 
• [tis limit t 32 indcxc per tab! whi h 
databa c izc limited t maximum 11 
ize f pcratin ystcrn 
( egt20 I .bradlcy. du, 2 03 . 
A .N Ff pr vide nsi tent acco s t data s ur ·c. su h a Mi .ro ft L er c an l 
the data urce exposed thr u h and XM ata-sharing c n urner 
applicati n can u c A .N ·T t c nnc t t the data urcc and r tric c, manipulate, 
and update data. Jn addition, it le era 'C the p wcr f XM l pr vidc di c nnc red 
acce t data. 
The component f 
R 
Unlnhn I 
w: 
l>Ulotl !( 
XMl 
I· tpl11 • 
7 
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There are two central components of ADO.NET that have been de i red to fact r data 
access from data manipulation, which are the Data et, and the .N rarnew rk data 
provider.ADO.NET DataSet is the core component that explicitly de i ncd f r dr ta 
access independent of any data source. Thi re ulting the u c f A .N T in multipl 
and differing data sources. While .NET ramework data provider i the compon nt that i 
explicitly designed for data manipulation and fast, forward- nly, read-only acce to data. 
Table 2.13: Pros and Cons fir AD .N T 
Pro 
• Performance -It i e .trernely fa t. 
• ptirnizcd Pr vider - L erver 
Data Pr vider that i highly optimized f r 
interaction with erv r u e T 
( abular ata Stream) format f r 
exchanging inf rrnati n. 
• XM upp rt and Reliance . 
peration M del - the 
AD . T cla th ata et, p rat 111 
an entirely di c nn led fa hi n which 
all ws an unlimitcd uum r fsupn rt·d 
l11r1·fi11tn J• 
with ut <HI hassl in the futur •. 
• Ri h bj · ·t M d I th· ·ntir · 
n 
-utilize the 
A .N ~Tar hit cl ure ju. I f r rnana 'Cd 
de and there i n M 
.NET. 
ata Pr vidcr nly Three Ma11a re 
far - the arc 
·r er J ata Pr 
• 
pr vider f r 
dri r that d 
. ata th t requires a 
n t ·upp rt b th· thr • • 
tall wed. Un
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ADO.NET architecture is built on a 
hierarchy of class inheritance and 
interface implementation. 
2. 4. 6 Authoring Tools 
2.4. 6.1 Macromedla Dreamweaver MX 
Dreamweaver MX i th late t rcle· e fr m the Macr media and it ha me i mificant 
improvernen vcr ver i n 4. It dcliv rs a mplct ct f t I f r er atin 1 and 
managing any profes ional web ite and Internet applicati n . 
Table 2.14: Pr and us~ r Macr media rearnweaver MX 
Pro on 
• It i r ate, build and 
manage w ire . 
• Irue uated w rk pa liar d ith Ho h 
MX and 'irew rk M 
• it ctup wizard h lps t 
inf rmati n instant! Ni· d •! lum , 
2002). 
pace and bandwi th. 
• ' a I t f me 111 r . 
• Mon fcatur in lud id that sultin in 
.lums int •1 fa· · and I np I ·m 11i11l' 111 
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• Built-in reference guides. 
• Provide the ability to work on multiple 
sites. 
• User can download extensions 
• Animation capability is built in 
• Generates easy to customize HTML. 
2.4.6.2 Microsoft Fronti'age 2003 
Mier ft -r ntPa e 2003 i web site crcati n-and-manau mcnt luti u that pr vide · 
the tools needed to create and control pr fe i n I-quality W b . ite . h r ntPa 1c 
2003 pr vidc the feature , flcxibilit , and functionalit . 'I he nc fc tur that in ludo in 
Micro oft rontPage 2002 ar : 
I. e igning: u e the enhanced de i rn t I t pr duce better I kin w b itc. c 
the new la ut and raphic t 
2. ding: de ign t I i u e t eneratc eucr c de and with u in 
c din t I can help in writin 1 th 
accuracy. 
a. i rt 
m re 
110 
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Table 2.15: Pros and Cons for Microsoft rontPa e 2003 
Pros 
• It is simple and fast to use. 
• No need HTML. 
ons 
• HTML code not always standard r 
efficient. 
• Navigation view helps to organize web • It i difficult lo run n n n-Micr oft 
site visually. server . 
• Interface similar to Microsoft Product • It is expen ive and web it must be 
• Built-in templates and wizards allow the confi rured to accept it. 
creation of website in easy and simple • Most theme are u I . 
way. 
2.4. 6.3 Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003 
Micro ft Visual tudi .N T 20 3 i the 
t I f r rapidly buildin r Mier 
and the Web, that dramatical! 
fl .N • 
increa 
m r hen ivc, multi-language de el pment 
1111' red appti ·ati n f r Mier ft Wind v . 
de lot r pr ducti i an cu blc n w bu, in . , 
i availa le in fi ur cditi 11 • whi .h 
r fes i nal and A iademi . The nc are Enterpri e Architect, nterpri e 
Ci ature in Mier · Vi ·tml tudi .N •T 
F 1111: 111d th· Viau 11 Studi .NET 
n. r )I 
I. Int· rat ·d A 'I .NJ-.,T ·b F nm· 
de i · .s 1 '111' 11 ·Ii ·111 np1 Ii ·all us It 1 llw I n k •I I 
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2. Applications for Pocket PC and other smart device powered by Micro ft. ~ 
Compact Framework can be build, debug and deploy u in Micro ft Wind w 
Forms designer (msdn.microsoft.com). 
Table 2.16: Pros and Cons for Microsoft Visual tudi 2003 
Pros on 
• It is a powerful tool to create powerful 
applications quickly and effectively. 
• It supports multi programming 
Language . 
• It ena Jc develop rs t pr ram 111 
to write multi-threaded application . 
• It enable developer t c nv rt cxi ting 
bu iness logic into reusable XML web 
ervice , encap ulating pr ce and 
making them available t applicati n n 
any platform. 
• It is expensive. 
• Hefty hardware requirement . 
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Chapter 3 Research Methodology 
3.1 Introduction and Concept of Methodology 
Methodology is a component of a software process. It is a formal and preci e . t m 
development process that defined a set of activities, mcth d , be t practices, deliverabl 
and automated tools for system developer to u c to develop and maintain rn t of all 
information system and software. 
3.2 Methodology onsideration 
After the review and analy i n the candidate )y, the method l gy that 
adopted in the <level pment f "'MPl A I i nified Pr ce P . The P i ba ed n 
three key idea : u c- a e driven ar hitectur cntric, and it erativc and incrcm ntal. It 
leverage the bjcct Management r up s M ) nifi cl M d lin an ua e ML . 
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3.2.1 Overview of the Unified Proces 
Project 
Phases 
Business 
modeling 
Requirement 
Analy i /Design 
Implementation 
Tc·t 
Deployment 
Workflows 
A we can 
Interaction within a phase 
Inception Elaboration Transition Construction 
EJ D [] [] 
D EJ D [J 0 0 
D [] Q D D D 0 
D D D 0:[:] D 0 
0 
D 
0 
, tizo of square r ilative to I lme sp int 
on workflow 
i ure . l: erview f nified Pr cc 
111 1 iurc th • P .an be des ·rib ·d in (w dimeu i 11s. Th • h rizontnl 
a is repr ent time and h f the as it unf Id'. The ·1 ti .nl 11. is 
represent. ore pr w r fl 
in UP I' •pr s ·11ts lime SI Ill 11 lh' v r n ' wh rrc si1 f .' 10 II' I Inti · t l1111u ·I Ill. 
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It consists of four phases and six core process workflows. 
The four phases are: 
1. Inception phase 
In inception phase, we can define the project scope or the core idc f r th . y tcm. In thi 
phase, we will review and understand the core of the project and why the pr j ct hould 
be attempted. The inception phase establishes the product feasibility and delimits the 
project core. It is a simplified use case model, tentative architecture, and important risk 
identified. 
2. Elaboration pba e 
lab rati n pha e f cu c n the d tailed anal i f the pr lc111 d main, specified the 
Use ases in detailed and de ign th sy tern architectur . Be id s, a detailed r ject plan 
are developed durin the pha o uch a idcntif the ignificant ri k and prepare a 
schedule, staff and co t pr file for the entire pr jc t. 
3. on truction pha · ~ 
uring this pha e the detailed de i m ti r the y tern is de el p and inte iratcd. AJI the 
feature of the y tern will thorou rhl te ted and the utc me at the ·nd of the phas • i, 
the compl tcd y t m alon with u r manual. f r the anal i i till c ntinuc but 
de i zn and c din t pr •d minat '. 
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4. Transition phase 
During the transition phase, the system is transfer to user community. It includ 
manufacturing, shipping, installation, training, technical uppon and maintcn n . TI1 
goal of the phase is to ensure that the requirements have ati ficd the tak h Ider . 
Besides, others activities that include in this phase arc site preparation, rnanu I 
completion, and defect identification and correction. 
The six core process workflow are: 
l. Business modeling workflow 
The main purpose of bu ines modelling i to eliminate the c mmunicati n gap between 
the tw cornmunitie y usinu u ine . u e ca c. Bu inc. s u c a e i u: d t m del h w 
business should support the busine . 
2. Requirement workflow 
Requirements workflow describe what the y tern hould d . It u ually in Ive the 
pr ces f elicit, r anize and d cum nt r equirc l functi naliti and 
Tradeoff and dccisi ns will al · e tra ked in thi w rkfl w. 
n traints, 
Jn thi project differ nt appr ach uch a ar h r 111 int rn l and 
etc have been u ed t ather the different inf rmatiou fr 111 anous res ur · ·. U '(;;! iasc 
dia ram in M i, us •d t mod ·I th· fun ti nnl r squir 'Ill 'Ill f th· · SI 111. ·sidc: thut, 
11 n-fun ·tional r · ~oir ·111 •111 ·, tun h nr • and . I ' ar · r .quu ·111 ·111: uls ur · id 11!1 1 d i11 
this workfl w. 
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3. Analysis and design work.flow 
Analysis and design workflow show how the system will be reali ed in 1h · 
implementation workflows. A design model and ptionally an analy i m dcl wilt b 
created in this workflow. The design model serves a an abstracti n f the our c c d 
and show how the code is structured and written. 
In this project, to design this system architecture will use single-tier application. Cla 
diagram and sequence diagram are used respectively to design database and system 
functionality. Graphical user interface (GUl) concepts will be used to de i the interface 
of system. 
4. Implementation workflow 
The subsy tem identified during de ign w rkfl w is implemented. he ub y tern will 
al o be te ted durin implcrnentati n w r fl w. 
s. Testing workflow 
Testing workflow i t en ure the pr p ·r intc 'ntti n r all ub y tern and crif thnt all 
the requirement have en c rre ti implcm ntcd. It als aim t idcntif y th' d feet 
prior to the deployment workfl w. 
into irati ti re tin r \I ill 
tern will be intc iratcd int a c rnplete · st ·111. Then 
v irif that nil the 1 • 1uirom nts Im o be ·11 
All the subsy tern in thi 
imp! »ncnted and · rr · ·II im] I m ·111 xl. 
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6. Deployment work:flows 
The purpose of deployment workflow is to produce product release ucces fully and 
deliver it to the end user. 
This system will pass up to the supervisor. 
The UP cycle begin with the first iteration of the inception pha c; foll w by the second 
iteration and so on until the inception phase milestone is achieved. Then the process 
continues with the iterations of elaboration phase, construction pha e and transition phase. 
The major purpose of the four pha e in Unified Proces i t define a pecific major 
milestone for each phase. By specifying a maj r rnilest ne f reach pha e, the iteration f 
workflow within each phase can be d ne with a clear bjectiv and the iterati n can be 
planned in a systematic way. 
The Unified Proce claimed in: 
• Capture and pres nt be t practice a au n in irnpr veincnt m dcl 
• an reduce risk 
• Will incr a e pr di ta ility 
• Will pr mote c mm n visi n and culture 
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3.2.2 Characteristics of Unified Process 
The three unique characteristics of Unified Process are shown a be) w: 
Use case driven 
~ - ~ ::::::~::::::::-·-·------ 
c5 0 =~~~~.~;: ::.-_·.-.=:::: .. .: .. : .: .; :.-·· .. ··- .. 
U-C u~e ".:.J ""'- • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• 
Modol /1....-1....._ •••• •••• ••••• • •••• 
._.I'""'. (] •oo It 0 by • • -; • '""-",o ___,....... ".:.i <I , .. i...u •. ee ..... -; ••• 
~ .,,,.,.~ /D 
[§] I - -...r=i-- D I D 
L=:J 'O- 
.11.n•IY.,IS 
Model 
o....Ja•• 
Modi!I 
·. 
tmpi.rnenl•llon 
Mod•I 
Tvi.l 
M<Hfill 
'igure .2: c a c riv n 
UP i a u e ca e driven pr ce bccau e u c a e driven the who! ftwarc development 
proce s. Based on the use ca c model, the analy ism del and de i zn m del is reared t 
realize and pecify the u e ca e re pectively. The u e case m del is then implemented 
and finally te ting i carried out on the implcrncntati n t verify that all u e a have 
been implemented correctly. Be ide that, u er ca es n t nly initial the de el pment 
proce but als blind th m t ether. 
Architecture centri 
P i archit ctur ccntri ar hit • nur • 1 r ido · 
. tru .tural iuid • t 1wlili ·s 
·apnbiliti is and a 1 .linl I· .u hit· ·tur •. In lJI th· 1'1111 Ii 11t1l ·uµnlnliti ·~ ar · Iii ·11 l th· 
4' 
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use case while the architecture must allow enough room for the realization f the o us 
cases, either for now or in the future. 
Iterative and incremental 
The UP is an iterative and incremental software development procc s. UP i mad up of 
continuous iteration of five workflows and a minor mile tone i defined in each f the 
iteration until the final. product is released to the customer. If the minor milestone is 
achieved, the software development process will move to the next iteration; if it isn't, the 
previous decisions have to be revi ed and new approach will be tried. Thi will pre ent 
overall software project failure. 
3.3 Justification of Methodolo y 
The Unified Pr ce ha pr vided a framew rk f r applicati n d v I pmcnt. It can 
identify the e ential acrivitic and help t lay ut a f rrnal plan f r the oft ware 
development pr ces . 
Here i the rea n why F'rn ch 11 Pa a de el pment moth d lo ' : 
• UP i a u e ca e driven. All the pha c in the s flwar de cl pm nu pr · • · · 
are b ed n u e c e m del. It pr ides a and stru ·t ur • 
slopin 1 th· s st 111. I .sid is, it al: h lpin 1 in 11:111 i11 • th' all 
fun tionnliti ·s f thc s st »n lin"i b • ·n impl 111 nt ·I. 
• Unifi ·d I r ... also SU! pt rt· it 'I lit 11111\d in I '111 mtul 1\111\11 • 11' thc s n ill 
le cl 111 'Ill 
0 
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There are many modeling tools that used to support the Unified Proce such a Rati n I 
Rose, Microsoft Visio and System Architect. 
3.4 Fact Finding Method 
Fact finding method is importance in order to establish understanding of the stat 
and future requirement on the system study and pr vidc the groundwork for the 
system design. In order to get all the information to develop the y tern the fact 
finding method are need such as collecting hard data lik fr m writt n d cument 
or report, using questionnaires and research n internet. Th f llowing are the act 
finding method that used t collect the data: 
• iscussion with supervi or 
Discussion with the upervi r mu t onduct from time t time. The aim are to 
get a guidelines or guidance and advice. This appr ach will help in pr ducing the 
report and the y t m in the right way. 
• uesti nnaire (re er t App ndix I) 
The questionnair wa nduct to g t the data f the large population of tud n , 
ab ut the imotic nal rn .ntal and ph , i ·al h .alth that 1 oisonin th ir h alth. Th, 
re ult from th' [u sti nn 1i1 ' ill l r anal v. and ti mslorm ·I it to. tati.1ti un ti si '. 
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• Research from internet 
Internet is the place that we can gain any information. Most of the r ar h L for 
literature review on distributed system, development tools and t hn 
database, project methodology and others that can research rom intern t. 
• Research from books and references 
The important research is from the thesis report from F KTM library that give me 
guidanc for written a report. eside this, I also r fer to th r r f renc books to 
get some useful information in dev lop the syst m. 
3.5 onclusion on Tools and Technolo y 
After review and analyze n the andidatc t I and technol nc , a ·t f t I and 
technology i elected to devel p the Analy i the I mpact f sm ti nal, Mental and 
Physical Health y tern. The selected t I and technol 1y are h wn a bcl w: 
Selected application platform 
Aller identify the pr and on d appli ati 11 platf nn I dccid ·d t use 
Wind th sy tern appli ati n platform. It i p 
Pr fe i nal is suitable for busin ·s e ( r all i7: ·s du to it mnno I ·abilit 'r •lint ilit au I 
ecurity features, 
5 
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Advantages of Window XP Professional: 
• Reliable, secure and more easily recover from system pr blcm 
• Easy to use due to its intuitive, task-based design. 
• Suitable for enterprise or organizational level. 
• User friendly with windows based interface. 
• Remote Assistance - allows user to have a friend or IT prof sional that is also 
running Windows XP remotely control user's computer to demonstrate a process 
or help solve a problem. 
• ncrypting File System pr vides a high level of pr t cti 11 f with a randomly 
generated key. 
• Wind ws M enger pr vide an ea y way t c mmuuicaro and 
real time n u er' computer. 
rate in 
Selectedprogramming language 
The programming language that ha been ch n 1 Micro oft Vi ual a ic.N --T. 
Advantages of Mier ft Vi ual Basic.Nfi'I: 
• ffectively and efficiently. 
• reate rich application in le time. 
• fr rn a wider ran re f databa e · man 
• rcatc c mp 11 ·11t' ith minimal · de. 
5. 
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Selected Authoring Tools 
The authoring tool that has been chosen is Microsoft Visual tudi .N ~T 200 . It i a. 
comprehensive and powerful development tool for creating applicati n . 
Advantages of ADO.NET 
• Powerful tool to create powerful applications quickly and cffccuv ly. 
• Supports multi programming languages. 
• Enables developers to program in C++ to write multi-threaded applications. 
• Has beautiful Integrated Development nvironrnent (I 
• Enables developer to convert exi ting bu ine I gic int reu able XM we 
services, encapsulating proce se and making them available t applicati n n 
any platf rm. 
Selected Database Management iystems 
The Database Management y tern that ha been selected in thi project is Mier s ft 
SQL erver 2000. 
Advantage f Micro ft L erv r 200 
• High perf rmance, reliable and ecur 
• a cading eclarative Referential lnte 1rity re er es referential inte irit of table 
while implement ca cading t allow a wider ran e of pcrati n s. 
• ·s pm id '!l s phist i ·ut .d anal /sis >11 Int re 1111 
.ompl · data u i111 multi· lirn ·11, i 11'11 :l run 
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• Data Transformations (DTS) Import and xport Wizard and the T Packa .. 
Designer automate the loading, extraction and transf rmati n f data fr m 
heterogeneous sources. 
• Support up to 16 simultaneous instances on nc single cornput r and 32 
processors in a single instances. 
• Enterprise-level database management with maximum databa c ize of roughly 
1,000,000 terabytes. 
Selected Data Access Technology 
ADO.N T i selected a data acce s technology of thi project. lt i becau e .N T 
pr vide c n i tent acce t data urce uch a Mi r ft .L crvcr. ta- harinz 
con umer applicati n can u e 
manipulate, and update data. 
Advantages of A .N T 
• Performance -It i extreme! fa t. 
.N T t c nncct I the data urce and retrieve, 
• ptimized L r ider erver . ata Pr vider that i hi hly ptimizcd f r 
intcracti n with L erver u ·e T Tabular ala tream f mat f r 
exchan in inf rrnati n. 
• XML up rt and Reliance . 
• Ri ·h bj • t M del 111 ntire Al .NbT c-H hit ture i uilt n H hi irur ·It f 
·lass inh riran and int ·rfn i iuip! m ·11latin11. 
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Selected Multimedia Tool 
Macromedia Flash ~ is selected in developed the EMPHA I . 
Advantages of Macromedia Flash MX: 
• Produce movies, animation, and presentations. 
• Easy to use. 
• It is a cross-browser platform. 
• Allow to import MP3 sound files. 
Adobe Photoshop 7.0 
Adobe Photos hop 7 .0 is elected in use of image and backgr und de ign. 
f Ad be Ph t hop 7.0: 
• Powerful to I for digital imag enhancement, ph to ret u hing and image 
comp sing. 
• Provides high quality image and graphic with mallc t p iblc size. 
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Chapter 4 System Analysis 
System analysis is the most important phases in the software dcvolopm nt. It i 
used identifies a better course of action and make a better decision than mi ht th rwi 
have made. It means defining the problem, gathering pertinent information, under tand 
the system, comparing and selecting the best alternative to establi h y tcm rcquir m nt. 
4.1 Analysis result from fact finding 
4.1. I Questionnaire analysi re ·ult 
In order to conduct the survey of healthy, 440 c pie survey form have b en cut ut for 
FSKTM final year' students. Ab ut 150 c pie urvey are c mpleted. All the c llected 
data have been analyzed and ummariz d t identify the level f rn ti rial, mental and 
phy ical health pr blem for • KTM' tudcnt and the imp rtant f devcl p 
MPHASI (Ver Peiffer, 2002). 
I. Comparison between ernoti 11, rn ntal and phy ical h alth pr blem am n student· 
Table 4. I: mpan 11 betw n cm ti nal, mental and ph ical hef\Jth pr bl iru 
Numb •r of. tud mts Toto I 
I 7 150 
150 
150 
motional health 
Mental health 
I h si ·al h 'alth 41 
57 
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Comparison between emotional, mental 
and physical health problems 
50% 
motional heallhl 
Mental health 
· hysical health 
Figure 4.1: Comparison between emotional, mental and physical health pr blems 
The pie a ove is percentage compare between em tional, mental and hy ical health 
problems among the F KTM tudcnts. l If f the per cnt .ge 
have emotional health pr blem. motional health pr lem an be anger, pride and greed. 
31% of student consist of mental health problem and 19% have phy ical health problem . 
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2. Tested on negative life patterns that influence student's emotional, mental and phy ical 
health. 
Table 4.2: Negative life pattern that influence student's emotional, mental and phy i 
health 
Negative life patterns Number of students 
Healthy 4 
Minor problem 35 
Moderate problem lOO 
Serious problem 11 
Total 150 
N gativc lif pattern th l influ nee tudcnt' , 
m ti nal mental and pyh ical health 
7% 3% 
O Healthy 
Minor pro I im 
0 M derate problem 
0 er· pr bl m 
igurc 4.2: N ti e lif attc n that influ nc uudcnt's imotionul, m utul uu ph si ·al 
h alth 
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The negative life pattern include starting things and never finishin them, on tant 
worrying, staying in untenable situations and suffering from rccurrin illnc 
problems. 
r health 
67% of the students have moderate problem with their life pattern. Although it i not a 
serious problem but there have a problem in student's life pattern that need addre sing. 
The most serious problem of live pattern consists of 7%. 23% for minor problem of life 
pattern and for health students is consists only 3%. Consequence, the exercises are 
needed for those students that have negative life pattern. 
3. The pa t event or nc ative experience that influence n . tudcnt' mind, dy and 
spirit. 
Table 4. : The negative expcrienc that impact tudent . health 
Negative c pcricnc • Number of students 
N effect 115 
M deratc I 
Seriou impact 4 
Total ISO Un
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o No eff ct 
moderate 
0 erio Impact 
The negative experience that impact students 
hea1th 
3% 
Figure 4.3: The negative experience th t imp ct tudent' health 
Nowadays, mo t of the healthy problem au c y negative experience . he negative 
experience can have a major impact n people wcll-b ing. 7 % f students d n't ha c 
any affected fr m negative experience. fpro Im c nsi tof3%. 
4. The negative th ughtform that ar blocking tudent' pr grc in life. 
Tabl 4.4: thoughtf rms that effect tudcnt 
112 
tudent's thoughts Number of stud nt 
r ssirnisti · nnd d ·p1 ·ss ·s 
M dcrat 
Tofnl 150 
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Thoughtform that effect students 
120 ---- ..... 
l3 ' . 100 ,, = Q)
"'O 
E 80 
Ill [Orii!] ~ 60 0 
s.. 
Q) 40 .c 
8 
::s 20 z 
0 
Optimistic and moderate pessimistic and 
happy depressed 
Thoughts 
Figure 4-4: Thoughtform that effect tudents 
Thoughtform evoke feeling and feeling trigger physi I and m ntal r p n e •. The 
chart above is evaluated whether tuden have negati e th ughtf rm that arc blocking 
the progress in life. Most of the tud nt have optimi tic and happy and alway view 
student's abilities. There hav 3% of students who have p sirni tic and depressed, thi 
kind of level need to have some treatments to overc me their weaknc . 
4.2 Requirement Analysis 
Requirement Analy i i a pr cc to di ·c er the requirement fl r the y tern. The 
r quircrn •11t anal i n. ists f fun tion l r · [uir 111 mt and n n-Iun tion Ir· uir .111 ·nt. 
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4.2. I Functional Requirement 
Functional requirement are the functionality or services that the system hould pr vi . 
Besides, it also describes how a system should react with particular input and h w th 
system should behave in particular situation. 
For capture the functional requirement, the use case modeling technique in UML ha 
been used. 
Use Case Diagram 
The diagram that used to di cover the requirement of the target sy tern is se Case 
Diagram. The U e a e contains model element for a y tern, the actor and the u e-case, 
and also how the relati n hip between the f the u e ca ·e 
diagram are below: 
• It pre ent the ehavi r f the y tern from au er' tandp int. 
• It provide functional de. cription f the sy t m. 
• It provides graphic description of the u er fa y tern. 
• escribes what kind expect within the y t 111. 
• It will di play the detail of the proce that ccur within the applicati 11 area. 
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The notations that used in use case diagram are shown in the table below: 
Table 4.5: Use Case Notation 
Elements I Relationship Notation Description 
Actor A coherent set 
cases play when interacting with th se use 
ca o 
Use case 
C) 
A set of sequence of a tions that an actor 
perform within the y tern to achieve a 
particular al . 
A ociation 
Include dependency <<include>> _______ .., 
ti a includ havi r f th th 
urcc. 
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Emotional, Mental and Physical Health Analysis Sy tern 
l•i iur · . : Us · 'as· Dia ram I r Anal ais th lmr a ·t f 1~111 tional, M ·ntal 1111 I Ii .1 al 
11 •11th SI Ill 
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Log Inl: 
Table 4.6: Login 1 
Use Case Name Login] 
Priority Essential 
Trigger None 
Pre con di ti on "Or every user that already kn 
Basic Path 
Alternative Path 
Post condition 
I. The system displays the Log in Page. 
2. The user enters his/her password and click OK button. 
3. The sy tern validates the gin inti rrnation. 
4. he sy tern display the Main Page. 
ln tep 2, if the u er d e n t want t in, he/ he click the 
ancel butt n. The whole ystorn will be closed. 
Exception Path r the user forgot t 
fill in th field , the y tern will pr mpt u er t enter pa sw rd 
a rain. 
Other N ne 
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View Health Information 
Table 4.7: View Health Information 
View Health Information Use Case Name 
Priority Optional 
None Trigger 
The user open the system. Precondition 
Basic Path 
Alternative Path 
Post condition 
1. The system displays the View Health Information page.(main 
page) 
2. After fini hed viewing the inf rmation, he/she click the 
tudent Inf rrnation butt n n the Main page 
The y tern will o t tud nt Inf rmati n pa• 
11, 
h /shc can click the tud nt JnJ; rmati n butt 11 t nc t rep. 
want t know. 
xception Path N n 
ther N ne 
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Enter Student Information 
Table 4.8: nter Student Information 
Use Case Name Enter Student Information 
Priority 
Trigger 
Precondition 
Essential 
None 
The user has been I g 111. 
Basic Path 1. The user click on Student Information button in Main page. 
2. The system displays the Student's Information Page. 
3. User fills in the form. 
4. After fill in the form, the u er cli k n the ave button. 
5. A me sa c b x i p p up t inf rm the u er that he/she had 
been uccc fully update the inf rrnation. · hen, the u er click 
xit butt n and it will di play the M. in Pa c 
Alternative Path f n step , if the u er d c not want t ntcr him /her per nal 
information, he/ he click th ... xit button. Th y tern will r tum 
t H me Pa e. 
Po t condition 
xcepti n Path 
The sy tern ha I 1ged in int the Main Pa ic. 
ln tcp 4, if the u er enter the inc rrcct inf rmati 11 r f r ict t 
fill in th mandatory field , a me a re b x will p p up t inf rm 
the u ·r that h ·/, h · Imel • n fill in i11 • H sctl 1, Th 11 th· u, ·1 
Ii ks II th· 
him/h r 111fi 1111nti H1 l[':tlll. 
Us· if 11. ·1 •111 'ts 111 ·oi r · ·t 111 r 1111111011, h · ·:111 ·Ii· th· 
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Add/New button. The system will prompt the user with n w n rm. 
Other None 
Answer Survey Questions 
Table 4.9: Answer urvcy uestions 
Use Case Name Answer Survey Questions 
Priority Optional 
Trigger None 
Precondition The user ha been log in int the Main Page. 
Ba ic Path n the Main Pa re. 1. 
2. The y tem di play th urvey ' rm pa e and the u er can 
elect the different health that listed in the pa c. 
3. The elected pa e is displayed. 
4. Jn thi page, u er can an wer the urvey 
an werinn in the text · x n en. 
5. T ubmit the urvey an wer, the u r click th ubrnit 
bull n. 
b 
The mes a e will p p up t inf rm u er that updatin 1 
i11~ rmati n su cs ful. Ii k b11t1011. Th· su1 
pa)' will displa th· r suit f th· s1u tlmt th · u • ·1 
I • ·11 n11s ·r id and th', uitnbl • » r ·is·' ill I • 1i ·11. 
7. A 1·1 fi11i,h1I; ·Ii k B1·kb111t n to thc i h11nt>S111 • F<1111 
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page or click Next button to continue test in different h alth 
problem. 
8. If the user still interest in this survey, user c n r p at t p 
with select different part. 
Alternative Paths In step 2, if the user docs not want to an wcr U1e 
can click others button to go to next page. 
Post condition The user has been answer the survey and can improve their 
healthy from doing the exerci e that had given. 
Exception Path In step 4, if the u er forget to fill in the mandatory fields, a 
message box will pop up t inform the user that he/ he bad been 
fill in inc rr ctly. Then the u r cli k n the K butt n and the 
y tern will pr mpt u er t ntcr him/her informati n again. 
lse if u er enter inc rrcct inf rrnati 11 he can click the Re 
butt n. The y tern will pr mpt the user with new f rm. 
Other None 
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View Survey Result 
Table 4.10: View Survey Result 
Use Case Name View Survey Result 
Priority Optional 
Trigger 
Precondition 
None 
The user has been log in into the Survey Form page. 
Basic Path 1. The user click on the Survey Result button on the Main Menu. 
2. The system displays the Survey Result page. 
3. User can view the result from each part of the survey and 
appropriate exercise had been given 
4. User can click on Treatment button and the Treatments page 
will be display . 
5. User can repeat tep 4 to gain different healthy pr blem with 
different exerci e. 
Alternative Paths ln step 2, if the user doe not want to view the Survey Result, 
he/she can click Cancel butt n. The y tern will return t Main 
Page. 
Jn tep 5, if the u er doe not intere t with the exercise, he/ he can 
click ther button l return t view ther pa re. 
Post condition !--------------~~ ------------------------------------------~l xception Path N ne 
The u er ha been view him!her result and x er .ise . 
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Generate Report 
Table 4.11: Generate Report 
Use Case Name Generate Report 
Priority Optional 
Trigger None 
Precondition The information that need to capture in the report is selected 
Basic Path 1. The user click on the Generate Report button on the Main 
Menu. 
2. The system displays the Generate Report page. 
3. In the Generate Report window, user is given a ub menu 
listing all different kind of report name . 
4. User needs to click on desired option then click encrate 
button. 
5. Several queries are run and the report is enerated 
6. After view the report, user click on Close button to return to 
Main Page. 
- Alternative Paths In step 2, if the user doe not want t generate the report, he/she 
can click lose button. The y tern will return to Main Page. 
Po t condition Specific rep rt is generated 
xception Path None 
Other None 
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Print Report 
Table 4.12: Print Report 
Use Case Name Print Report 
Priority Essential 
Trigger None 
Precondition All information has been generate in report format 
Basic Path 1. The user click on the Print Report button on the Generate 
Report Page. 
2. The system displays the Print Report page. 
3. User may elect report in listing. 
4. User click on Print button to print the report. 
5. After fini hed, u er can click lo c button t return to Main 
Page. 
Alternative Paths In step 3, if the user does not want to print report, he/she can click 
Close button. The system will return to Main Page. 
Post condition The report has been printed and u er is pre ent with desir d 
report. 
- Exception Path None 
Other N ne 
7. 
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Generate Statistic Report 
Table 4.13: Generate Statistic Report 
Use Case Name Generate Statistic Report 
Priority Optional 
Trigger None 
Precondition The information that need to capture in the report is selected 
Basic Path 7. The user click on the Generate Statistic Report button on the 
Main menu. 
8. The system displays the Generate Statistic Report page. 
9. In the Generate Statistic Report window, user 1 given 
different kind of report names. 
10. User need to click on desired option then click decided topic. 
11. Several queries are run and the report is generated 
12. After view the statistic report, user click on Home button to 
return to Main Page. 
AJternative Paths In step 2, if the user does not want to generate the statistic report, 
he/ he can click I orne button. The system will return to Main 
Page. 
Post condition pecific tatistic report i enerated 
Exception Path None 
Other None 
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View Treatments 
Table 4.14: View Treatments 
Use Case Name View Treatments 
Priority Optional 
Trigger None 
Precondition The user has been Jog in into the Main Page. 
Basic Path 1. The user click on the Treatments/Exercises button on the 
Main menu. 
2. The system displays the Treatments/Exercises page. 
3. User can select the different kind of treatment which they 
want to do by clicking on the selected treatment. 
4. The system wil1 di play the treatment pa ze. 
5. After finished, user can click Back button to return to 
Trearments/Exercies page. 
6. If user still interest with other exercise, user can repeat step 3. 
Alternative Paths In step 3, if the user does not want to view the treatment, he/she 
can click Back button. The system wil1 return to Main Page. 
Post condition User has done the treatment to overcome their weaknc 
Exception Path None 
Other None 
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Logln2 
Table 4.15: Logln2 
Use Case Name Logln2 
Priority Essential 
Trigger None 
Precondition For every user that already know the password 
Basic Path 1. The system displays the Log in Page. 
2. The user enters his/her password and click OK button. 
3. The system validates the Log in information. 
4. The system display the page required by u er. 
-- - -- 
Alternative Paths In step 2, if the user does not want to log in, he/she click the 
Cancel button .. 
Post condition The system has logged in into the View rudcnt Report, Generate 
Report and Print Report pages. 
Exception Path In step 3, if the user's password is incorrect, or the u er forgot to 
fill in the field , the system will prompt user to enter password 
agam. 
Other None 
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Delete Student Record 
Table 4.16: Delete Student Record 
Use Case Name Delete Student Record 
Priority Optional 
Trigger None 
Precondition The user has been log in into the Student Information page 
Basic Path 1. The user click on the Student Information button on the Main 
Menu. 
2. The system displays the Student Information page. 
3. User can select the student's name to delete his/her record in 
database. Then click the Delete button. 
4. The system will be update and di play the new list f 
students. 
5. After finished, user can click Exit button to return t Main 
Page. 
Alternative Paths Jn step 3, if the user does not want to edit the student record, 
he/she can click xit button. The ystorn will return to Main Pa re. 
Post condition The student record was update. 
Exception Path None 
Other None 
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Edit Student Record 
Table 4 .17: Edit Student Record 
Use Case Name Edit Student Record 
Priority Optional 
Trigger None 
Precondition The user has been log in into the Student Information 
Basic Path 6. The user click on the Student Information button on the Main 
Page. 
7. The system displays the Student Information page. 
8. User can select the student's name to edit his/her record in 
database. Then click the edit button. User can edit any 
information to the record. After that click Update butt n. 
9. The system will be update and display the new list of 
students. 
10. After finished, user can click xit button to return to Main 
Page. 
- Alternative Paths In step 3, if the u er doe not want lo edit the student record, 
he/she can click Exit button. The system will return to Main Pa ie. 
Post condition The student's record wa update. 
Exception Path None 
Other None 
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4.2.2 Non-Functional Requirements 
Non-functional requirement defined the overall qualities or attributes of the resulting 
system. They are requirements which are not directly concerned with the specific 
functions of the system. They place restrictions on how the user requirements are to be 
met and the user may place constraints on the software related to interfaces, quality, 
resources and timescales. Non-functional requirement included safety, security, usability, 
reliability and performance requirements. 
The non-functional requirement that aims to achieve in the system are shown as below: 
Non-Functional 
Requirements 
I I 
U ndersta ndabi Ii ty User friendly Maintainability 
Reliability 
Figure 4.6: Non-Functional Requirement for Analysi the Impact of the .m tional, 
Mental and Physical Health y tern 
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Understandability 
The system performs easy for other developer to understanding the functionality and 
coding method of the system. The coding are written in natural language such English. 
Reliability 
Reliability specified the ability of the system to behave consistently in a user-acceptable 
manner when operating within the environment for which the system was intended. 
This system is reliable because it will not cause unnecessary and unplanned down-time. 
To be a reliable system, it should be sufficient and well-planned module and integration 
testing. 
Usability 
No training is needed or should be understood when using this system. The user should . 
be able to search whatever information they need with ease. Besides, simple and natural 
dialogue will be used along the system to provide guidance for system users. 
Maintainability 
Maintainability specifies the system may evolve to meet the changing needs of the u er . 
In this system, all the data in the database are integrity and availability. 
User friendly 
The user interfaces of this s stem arc eas to be understood, aso I use, uttru ·tiv · and 
user friendly. 
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4.3 Tools and Technology Proposed 
There are the most suitable and appropriate tools that have been identify and selected for 
developing the system. There are: 
Table 4.18: Development software and tools Summary 
Description Technologies 
Development Model Unified Process (UP) 
Application Platforms/OS Window XP Professional 
Programming Language Microsoft Visual Basic.NET 
Authoring Tool Microsoft Visual Studio.NET 2003 
Data Management System Microsoft SQL Server 2000 
Data Access Technology ADO.N~T 
Editing Tool Adobe Photoshop 7.0 
4.4 Run Time Requirements 
The following sections showed a list of the hardware and software requirement a well 
as the programming languages or software that has been chosen. 
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4.4.1 Developer Hardware Requirements 
Table 4.19: Run Time Hardware Requirements 
Processor Intel Pentium 4 processor 1.8 GHz or higher 
RAM Minimum of 128MB 
Recommended 256MB 
Hard disk 2.5 GB and above 
Video 800 x 600, 256 color 
Others CDROM Drive, Mouse, Keyboard, Speaker, Monitor, scanner 
4.4.2 Developer Software Requirements 
Table 4.20: Run Time Software Requirement 
Application Platform Window XP Professional 
DBMS Microsoft SQL Server 2000 
Development Tool Microsoft Visual Studio.NET 2003 
Programming Language Microsoft Visual Basic.NET 
Multimedia Tool Macromedia Flash 
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4.4.3 Client Hardware Requirements 
Table 4.21: Run Time Hardware Requirements 
Processor Intel Pentium 4 processor 1.8 GHz or higher 
RAM Minimum of l 28MB 
Recommended 256MB 
Hard disk 2 .5 GB and above 
Video 800 x 600, 256 color 
Others CD ROM Drive, Mouse, Keyboard, Speaker, Monitor 
4.4.4 Client Software Requirements 
Table 4.22: Run Time Software Requirement 
Application Platform 
Macromedia Flash 
Window XP Professional 
Multimedia Tool 
8. 
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Chapter 5 
5.1 System Architecture Design 
System Design 
System architecture design represents a critical link between the design and requirement 
engineering process. It describes the association of the system capabilities which 
identified in the requirements specification with the system components that will 
implement them. In addition, architecture design also describes the interconnection 
among the system components. 
The system architecture design that I use is 2-tier client/server architecture 
2-tier client/server architecture 
First Tier: 
Clien: • Us r Interface 
• Presentnrion services 
• Application services 
Second Ti('r: 
' .................. - - .. - .. - - .. - , - - .. ' - . 
Data Server 
.... f=~=--=:1 
l-·-----~ 
"'*-. __ -r.,...,,,. • Dam ervices 
• Appl} ation servloes 
• Business services 
igure 5.1: 2-tier client/server architecture 
In 2-tier client/server architecture, the client machine handle the u er interface while the 
server hosts and operates the databa c. Pr ce sin 1 maua rem ut split between cli ent and 
server depend n whether fat- ·Ji .nt ar hit' turc r thin- ilient ur .hitc .rur iH us ·d. In fat- 
client archite ture, .lien: arrics th· hcu i ·r lend and p rforuis a r IHti I h •av porti Ht 
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of processing. In contrast, thin client architecture allocates only display logic to client, 
leaving the application logic and database processing to server. 
2-tier client/server architecture is easy to develop. It allows for a large degree of 
flexibility in the load balancing due to its distributed nature. It is simplicity and cost 
effective. 
5.2 System Functionality Design 
System functionality design mainly concern on the design of system components that 
each of these components serves as a functional unit of the system. The functionality 
design describes how the system is organized with its functional modules and how the 
system functions being provided by these modules. Sequence diagram in UML will be 
used to model the design of system functionality. 
Sequence Diagrams 
A Sequence diagram is a model that describes how groups of objects collaborate in some 
behavior over time and capturing the behavior of a single use case. It show a sequence of 
messages sent between the objects in the use case. 
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Below are the sequence diagrams for EMPHASIS. 
Login/ 
Click Login() 
display() 
I ----------------------1----------------------- 1 
I 
I 
enter user 1p. password 
I 
I 
I 
Click Submit() 
Valid lo Logl ln(U r ID, P ssword) 
I 
I 
I 
: : Login OK 
I ~--------------------- : dispi y() I ; er----------------------~ 
[fl --------------------- : i I I I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Figure 5.2: Sequence Diagram of 'Login I" u e ca e. Un
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Answer Survey Questions 
SurvevResu!IPage 
answer the survey questions 
verify anower 
click Submit Answer() 
' ' ' ' send &LNey answer 
' 
' I 
I 
Post survey score 
i dlLy() rr--------------- -- - ----:----------- ------ --- 
~------------- --- --;---------------------~ 
' ' I I 
I o 
' ' O I
Figure 5.3: Sequence Diagram of "Answer Survey Que ti n "u e ca e. 
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Generate Report 
:RooortManpg!lc I ;QenorateRO!X)rtPage 
click Generate Report0 
display 
I 
I 
I 
I ----------------,-------------------- ' I
I 
select type of report 
I 
I 
I 
click GonoratoO 
send report lmformatlon 
genornte report 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I u I I I I I 
[fl - ------------~--------------------· I I I I I I I I 
I 
dl,pl y r po1I 
Figure 5.4: Sequence Diagram of" enerate Report" use case. 
valld;ltlon 
B 
i 
I 
I 
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Generate Statistic Report 
:GeoeraleSl.i!tls!icBeportpage 1~1 
click Generate Statistic Report() 
display 
' I 
I 
I 
' -------------------~-------·------------- ' I 
' select type ol statls!lc report 
I 
' I 
click Generate() 
send staUstlc report lmformallon 
' ' ' I
I 
I 
I 
' ' ' ' 
' ' ~--------------------- ' ' I I 
I I 
I I 
IT
' --------------------t--------------------- 
1 ' 
I I 
I I 
I I 
' ' I 
I 
' 
display '1.ati6llc 1cpo11 
·St11U!!11cBeoortMqrnoor I 
Figure 5.5: Sequence Diagram of 'Generate Statistic Report" use case. 
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Delete Student Record 
·Stuc1ertlrlormatlonMaQ11gw: I 
I 
·Stydenuarooni!liooPoae ·Studen!lnfo1JD11lipn 
click student reccrd buttono , 
display() 
' ' I 
I 
' -----------------~-------------------- 
' ' 
Select student 'reccrd to be delete 
ctick 0e1e1eo 
send studert record to be delete 
' I 
I 
, : display deletion ccnlirmatlon me&Sa 
-----------------1--------------------~--------------------- 
' ' ' ' ' ' ccnfirm deletion 
' I 
' : send confirmation meuage 
' ' ' ' ' d I I IUC<l tlul!y : rr---------------------- 
~-----------------r-------------·--·---l.,J 
d I l 1tudent r cord 
Figure 5.6: Sequence Diagram of "Delete Student Record" use ca e. 
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Print Report 
·GeoerateReoorte.ae 
click Generate Report() 
display 
----------------~------------------ ' ' I 
select type d report 
click e>enerate{) 
' 
send report lmformation 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
[--------------:~:,!~~~---------------~-- I.,--'------------------,): sond print Informal on 
dl&ptay report 
8 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' 
Figure 5.7: Sequence Diagram of"Print Report" u e case. 
L> ... n 
print report 
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5.3 Data base Design 
Database design is the process of developing a database that will meet a user's 
requirements. 
Class Diagram 
Class diagram describes the static structure of the symbols in new system. A class is a 
collection of objects that have the same characteristics. A class diagram consists of 
object's name, attribute of each object and operation that represent a service that an 
object can request. 
In the UML, the standard notation for a class is a box with three compartments, as shown 
in Figure 5.6. 
Class 
Attribute 
Operation 
Figure 5.8: UML Clas Notation Un
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Class Diagram 
Report 
-Srudent_ro 
-SurvcyfonnNamc 
Statistic Report generate .... 1 -Scorc 
-Student_lD -Treatmcnts !"-' 
-Survey Name -Datc 
-Score -Result GPA 
-Statistic -Rcsult CGPA 
-Date +print() 
1 • 
generate Student Record 
1.: Studcnt_ID 
NumberMetric 1.: 
Address Administrator 
Race -User_ID 
1 Gender -Password 1.: 
Y earOIUdueation +Login() 
maintain .... -Date +generate() 
Result GPA 
Score/Result Result CGPA 
-Studcnt_ll) 
1 
1 
-Surve FonnNumc has 
Score ' Treatments • +view() 1 Student 1 vlow 1 -Sludent_ro Account 1 .... has 1 -Password ' -Uscr_[D +result() vlow -Password +surveyFormNamc() 
+ValidateLogin(): Boolean +studeuu) 
+exercise() 1 
- 
' 
1.: «implementation ctass» answer 
Student Result Pago 1 
• I Ercrclses +view() Survey Form 
Student_[D vorifios Student_ID Trcillmc111Nn11ic 1 SurvcyFom1Namo 
Score 
I • I 1.: vlow 
' 1 d ply 1 
«implementation class» «implementation class» «implementation class» 
di ploy ..... Survey Form Pago Login Page display .,... Main Pago 
~dick Submit() +dick Login() 1 ~display() 
I dlSpjJy() +display() 
l•i 'lire 5.9: lass I in irnm C l~MPI 11\SIS 
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Data Dictionary 
A data dictionary is a collection of data objects or items in a data model for the benefit of 
programmers and others who needs to refer it. The data dictionary for EMPHASIS is 
shown as below: 
Table 5 .1: Table of Administrator 
Table Name : Administrator 
Table Description : Administrator's login Information 
Field Name Data Type Size Description 
Administrator_ID varchar 10 Unique identifier to developer modify 
database 
Password varchar 10 Password for developer to sign in 
Table 5.2: Table of tudent 
Table Name : Student 
Table Description : Student's login Information 
Field Name Data Type Size Description 
Student ID varchar 10 Unique Identifier to user acce s the data 
Password varchar 10 Password for user to sign in 
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Table 5.3: Table of Report 
Table Name : Report 
Table Description : Information of report 
Field Name Data Type Size Description 
Student ID varchar 10 Identify each student 
SurveyFormName var char 50 Data user do the survey questions 
Score varchar 8 Score given 
TreatrnentName var char 50 Name of differences exercises 
Date date 10 Time to answer the survey questions 
Result GPA float 8 Student's result for that semester 
ResultCGPA float 8 Student's average resu It 
Table 5 .4: Table of Statistic Report 
Table Name : Statistic Report 
Table Description : Information of statistic report 
Field Name Data Type Size Description 
Student ID var char 10 Identify each student 
SurveyFormName varchar 50 Data u er do the survey question 
Score var char 8 Score given 
Statistic varchar 50 Name r differences tausti · 
Date date 10 Tim · to an iwcr the, ur • qu ·st ions 
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Table 5.5: Table of Score/Result 
Table Name : Score/Result 
Table Description : Information of score/result 
Field Name Data Type Size Description 
Student ID varchar 10 Identify each student 
SurveyFormName varchar 50 Data user do the survey questions 
Score varchar 8 Score given 
TreatmentName varchar 50 Name of differences exercises 
Table 5.6: Table of Treatments 
Table Name : Treatments 
Table Description : Information of Treatments 
Field Name Data Type Size Description 
Student ID varchar JO Identify each stUdent 
TreatmentName varchar 50 Data user do the exercises 
Score varchar 8 Score given Un
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Table 5.7: Table of Students Record 
Table Name : Students Record 
Table Description : Information of Students Record 
Field Name Data Type Size Description 
Student ID varchar 10 Identify each student 
NumberMetric varchar 10 User number metric 
Address varchar 30 Student's home address 
Email address Varchar 30 Student's email address 
Race var char 1 Student's race 
Gender varchar l Student's gender 
Year of education varchar 1 The year that student in 
Date date Number Date/time to answer the urvey questions 
Result GPA float 8 Student's result for that semester 
-- - -- 
Result CGPA float 8 Student's average result 
Table 5.8: Table of Survey Form 
Table Name : Survey Form 
Table Description : Information of urvey Form 
Field Name Data Type Size Description 
- 
Student_ID varchar 10 Identify each, tudent 
---- -- -- 
Survey Form Name varchar 50 I ata u er do the surve q11 HI ions 
I) I 
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5.4 Interface Design 
User interface design is one of the important processes in designing and using the 
interface of the system. Interface design focuses on how information is provided to and 
captured from users. It is the process of defining the manner in which humans and 
computer exchange information. 
Adopted Principles 
The interactive interface is an important requirement for interactive system. The interface 
is the system for most users. How well or poorly an interface designed, it stands as the 
representation of the system. The interface must help users to get the information they 
need in and out of the system by addressing the following principles: 
Consistency 
The system should be consistent, which means u e a consistent format for menu selection, 
a consistent label, a standard abbreviation and functions display. However, the overall 
system should look, act and operate the same throughout in order to reduce the user's 
learning time. All comparable operations activated should in the same way. 
User Friendly 
The system must be considered as an attractive and easy-to-u e application with the 
provided user-friendly interface with wind w , icon, menu and pointin 1 feature. I· rms 
are desi med to ease the u sers t input data. Menu-driven and combo bo s le tiou will 
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help the user to use the system with more convenient. Steps involved in completing a task 
must not be too complicated. This will reduce the user learning time on the system. 
Efficiency 
All the movement of eyes, hands and other control movement should be minimized in the 
interface design. 
Clarity 
The interface employs familiar concepts and uses a language that is clear to users. The 
interface should be clear in visual appearance, concept and wording. The visual elements 
on the screen are understandable and the words and text being used are simple. All 
controls, button and icons are labeled clearly. 
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User Interface for EMPHASIS 
Below are a few example of system interfaces draft. 
Emotional, Mental and Physical Health 
Problems Analysis System (EMPHASIS) 
Please enter usememo and p6SGWOrd to login in 
Usernmne : r- 
PIS.S6WOrd : ~---- 
OK Canc.11 I 
Figure 5.10: EMPHASIS L~gin Page 
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Emotional, Mental and Physical Health 
Problems Analysis System 
(EMPHASIS) 
Student's Information 
Parsnnel OelHils · 
YcarofEduc:ation: r-~ Name: 
Result GPA: NumberM~: 
EmailAddress: J---·---- Date: 
Race: r· Malll!Y r: Chinese r: India r Others 
Gender r Male C Female 
Submit Reset Ewit 
Figure 5.11: EMPHAS[S Student's Information Page 
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Chapter 6: System Implementation 
System Implementation is a process that takes place after the design phase. It is the 
delivery of that system into production meaning day-to-day operation. It is also the 
development, and installation of system components. The purpose of the system 
implementation is to develop a functional system that fulfils the design requirements. 
Therefore, system implementation will involve the translation of the software 
representation produced by the design into a computer readable form. 
6.1: Platform Development 
Platform development includes setting up of the development environment, create a 
database in the Microsoft SQL Server 2000 database server. Services and development 
tools installations are the very first step before starting off with any development work. 
6.1.1: Operating System 
The development platform or operating system used for this system is Microsoft 
Windows XP Professional. To install the Windows XP Professional, the CDROM need to 
be set as first boot disk and the installation i proceed by following the step by tep 
instructions appeared in the installation's menu interface. 
6.1.2: Database management System 
Database management y tern that used to tore, retrieve or delete data f MPI IASI ' is 
Microsoft QL erver 2000. The installation is relatively simple with step, b step,· 
instruction from the pr id cl in stallati n i11tort'n ic. 
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To ensure that the SQL Server 2000 has been installed: 
1. Click 'start' follow by the 'program' click. 
2. Go to 'Microsoft SQL Server' and click the 'Enterprise Manager' 
3. 'Microsoft management console' will be display. 
A database named emphasis was created after successful installation process. Then table 
are create accordingly to the database design. The tables were created for the database to 
maximize the performance of database server. 
6.2: Development Environment 
Development environment has a significant impact on the development of a system. 
Using suitable and appropriate hardware and software not only will help to speed up the 
system development but will also determine the success of the project. The hardware and 
software tools used to develop the entire system are as below: 
6.2.1: Hardware Requirement 
Below is the hardware specifications used to develop the system. 
Table 6.1: Hardware Requirement 
Processor Intel Pentium 4 processor 1 .8 Hz or higher 
RAM Minimum of l 28MB/ Recommended 256MB 
Hard disk 2.5 Band above 
Others 52x R M 
1.4 Ml3 l1lopp l isk n • 
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Windows Compatible Keyboard and Mouse 
15" Digital Monitor 
6.2.2: Software Requirement 
The following is a list of the software tools used in the development of this system. 
Table 6.2: Software Requirement 
Software Description 
Window XP Professional Operating system. 
Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003 Main tool to create the Application Forms, 
Crystal report, Dataset, Class file and 
Module File. 
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Database management system. 
Adobe Photoshop 7 .0, Jmage design and creation 
Microsoft Word 2000 Writing documentation 
6.3: Program Developed and Coding 
Basically, program development process that is followed by EMPHASIS consists of the 
following 5 steps: 
6.3.1: Program Development Process 
i. Review the Project Documentation 
The project documentation was prepared in prcviou phases needs to be reviewed 
frequently to provide a better understandin • f the work need t bl;) d no durin • th · 
coding phase and ens ure the pr 1ra111 is a· iordinu to d rfincd specif atiou, 
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ii. Design the Program 
The program design caters what exactly the program can accomplish and what the 
program should accomplish. This is the process that involved a lot of technical planning 
and design to develop a logical solution to the programming problem. 
iii. Code the Program 
Coding the program is a process of translating the program design into the program 
instruction that is readable by the machine. 
iv. Test the Program 
In program development stage, the testing involved are unit testing, integration testing 
and user acceptance testing. Issue on testing will be evaluated in details next chapter. 
6.3.2: Coding Approach 
The Top down coding approach begins with the coding of the higher level modules first 
and leaving the lower modules called skeleton form to be filled in later. The lower 
modules are just a shell, with an exit. In the other words, as the higher module is being 
coded, references are made to the lower modules as if their coding is available. 
Coding to connect to database 
A data provider in the .NET Framework serves as a bridge between an application and a 
data source. A data provider i used to retrieve data fr m a data source and to reconcile 
changes to that data back to the data source. The SQL Server .N ""'T ata Provider 
provides connectivity to Micro fl QL erver 2000 using the 'qi 01111ecti n bject. o, 
this object i used t 01111c t t the darabo 'C. The L 'o v r .NET I ata Provid r 
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supports a connection string format that is similar to the OLE DB (ADO) connection 
string format. 
Figure 6.1: SQL Server .NET Data Provider 
Table 6.3: Create a New Connection using SQL Server .NET Data Provider 
Import the namaspaces. 
Imports System.Data 
Imports System.Data.Sq!Client 
Built the SQL and connection strings 
Strconn="Initial Catalog=emphasis;Data Source='"'KOLEJ-FlCB20FDD"''; & "User 
ID=sa:oassword=·" 
The DataSet object is central to supporting disconnected, distributed data scenarios with 
ADO.NET. The DataSet is a memory-resident representation of data that provides a 
consistent relational programming model regardless of the data source. 
Table 6.4: Bind to a datagrid for display 
'Set tho Doto rid caption, bind it to thoOuta t, und then rnok it 
'Visible 
Bind to a datagrid for display 
Try 
"The Sq!Connection class allows youto communicate with SQL Server and DataTable. 
Dim myCom1cction As New SqlConncction(myConncction) 
'A SqlCommand object is used to execute the SQLeommands. 
Dim mycmd As New SqlCommand(strMySQL,111 onnoction) 
Dim mySqlDataAdapterAs No' qlDataAdnpter(m omd) 
Dim mydsStudent As Ne' DotaSetO 
'The SqlDataAdaptcr is respon iblo for usin a qi onunnud object to fill u Datu cl. 
grdDalnr .. Caption'Icxt •" u tonier" 
10(1 
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'Notice here that instead of using theDataSet table name, 
'"Students", the alternate syntax oftable index is used. 
grdData .. DataSource =mySqlDataAdapter.Tables(O) 
' Settings to the Data Grid Styles, which will call the procedure 
setMyDataGridTableStyleProperties and theparamete asDataGrid 
setMyDataGridTableStyleProperties(grdData) 
grdfrata.Visible =True 
MessageBox. Show( sq lExc. To String, 11 SQLException Error! 11, 
MessageBoxButtons.OK,MessageBoxlcon.Error) 
End Try 
' 
Table 6.5: Event handling such as click button for pages connecrion 
End Sub 
Event Handlers such as click button for pages connection 
Private Sub Buttonl_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) 
Handles Button! .Click 
Dim frm As New funstudentsdetail 
fun.Visible= True 
fun.Dock= DockStyle.Fill 
M.ainPanel.Controls.ClearO 
M.ainPanel.Controls.Add(fon) 
6.3.3: Style Adopted 
• Maintainability - the code are well organized. 
• Readability - Codes are formatted to enhance understanding. Several strategies 
are used in preserving readability in the codes, including meaning variables and 
labels names, comment and proper identification. 
• Reusability - It is an important principle as a method for improving pr duct 
quality while reduces the coding time as well as the testing and documentation 
time. Classes' components are created to be reused in subsequent and related 
applications. 
• Robustnes -The s tcm ho the abilit to alidalc ~ st rn input to msur · ' rr • ·t 
data is provid d in rdcr l prote n s stem int ' ii 
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6.3.4: Program Documentation 
The coding style plays an important role in determine the readability and maintainability 
of the source codes. With a clear and systematic coding style, it helps programmer to read 
and understand the codes easier when maintaining and debugging the system. 
6.3.5: Module Implementation 
All the modules of the EMPHASIS are listed as follow: 
Student Information 
User need to enter his/her personal information, email address, to add into the database. 
Login 
The user will be request to enter his/her usemame and password that have been given to 
login into the system. 
Edit student Profile 
User of the system can edit his/her personal profile with latest information and submits 
the updated personal information to the system database. 
Survey Form 
User can select multiple test to test their health problems. 
Treatments/Exercises 
User can retrieve a treatments or exercises ba eon what health problem they face. 
Generate report 
Administrator can view the tudent report base n what level of health problem, what 
kind of treatment that provided and the other essential thin is. 
Generate tari tic report 
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Administrator can generate the latest information in form of statistic that include graph or 
bar. 
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Chapter 7: System Testing 
Testing is an importance step in the system development cycle. Testing is any activity 
aimed at evaluating an attribute or capability of a program or system and determining that 
it meets its required results. It is also performed to find faults and software failure. 
Basically, testing is conducted: 
1. To ensure a program corresponds to its specification. 
2. To uncover defects in the software. 
3. To make sure the software doesn't do what it is not supposed to do. 
4. To have confidence that the system performs adequately. 
5. To understand just now far we can push the system before it fails. 
6. To understand the risk involved in releasing a system to its u ers. 
The main purpose of system testing is to ensure the quality of EMPHASIS by verifying 
and validating the EMPHASIS. Verification is carried out to ensure that all the modules 
in the system are being developed follow the right procedures while validation is to make 
sure the system has built according to the requirements and as tated in the requirement 
document. 
All the modules and function of EMPHASI are undergoes unit testing before they are 
integrated as a system. lute nation testin will be earned out to ensure the seamless 
integration amon 1 the system module. After inte 1ratio11, this 'Y tern was tested a 1ai11 as a 
whole complete ystem and finall , the user acceptan 't istiun will b arri ·I ut. 
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7.1: Type of Faults 
Faults can be categorized into three groups: 
1. Algorithmic faults 
Occur when a program algorithm or logic does not produce the proper output for a 
given input because something is wrong with the processing steps. The faults are 
something easy to spot by reading through the program (called desk checking) or 
by submitting input data from each of the different classes of data that will expect 
the program to receive during its regular working. 
2. Syntax faults 
Syntax faults can be checked while parsing for algorithmic faults. This will ensure 
that the construct of programming language is used properly. 
3. Documentation faults 
Documentation faults occur if the documentation does not match what the 
application does, and such faults can lead to other faults later because of wrong 
implementation. 
7.2: Testing Strategies 
Several testing stages/strategies carry out to complete a sy tent te ting pha e. 'I he testing 
strategies are shown as follow: 
7.2. l Unit Testing 
Unit testing is done t disc ver error 111 ea ·h module. ··ach unit sh Hild Ge to tcd 
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individually and in isolation by exercising its inputs and observing its outputs or behavior. 
It may also be possible for the unit to be tested using the facilities available in the 
development environment (such as stepping through the statements of code using a 
debugger). Throughout the development of the system, the unit testing will be performed 
after the development of each component. 
Test Objectives 
The objective of Unit Testing is to 
• Ensure that reliable program units are produced that meet their requirements. 
• Testing the boundary condition to ensure that the units are working properly at 
the boundary values. 
• Testing the interface to ensure that the information flows in and out properly. 
• Testing the error paths to ensure that it operate properly 
7.2.2: Module Testing 
A module testing is a collection of dependent components that encapsulates related 
components only. Therefore, it is possible to test a module without other modules. 
Module testing is typically conducted by the development team and involves the 
independent observation of the testing process. Module testing may also be termed 
Integration or Link Testing. 
Test Objectives 
The objective of Module Testing i to demonstrate that the modules which comprise tho 
AUT interface and interact together in a correct, table and coherent 111m111 ·r prior to 
ystcm Testin '· 
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7.2.3: Integration Testing 
Integration Testing is the process of verifying that the system components will work 
together as describes in the system and program design specification. This phase of 
testing involves testing collection o modules in this application that had been integrated 
into sub system. The sub system test procedures should concentrate on the detection of 
interface error by vigorously exercising those interfaces. System Integration testing is 
typically conducted by the testing team under the supervision of test team leader, and 
monitored by an Independent Test Observer. System Integration Testing also termed 
Compatibility Testing, or simply Integration Testing. 
7.2.4: System Testing 
The objective of system testing is to ensure that the system does what the customer wants 
it to do. System testing is carried out on the entire integrated system as one unit to ensure 
that the entire system is validated. It is also ensure and verifies that the system is 
functioning properly and all design and development objective are met. There are several 
steps were carried out to test this system, which are shown as follow: 
1. Functional testing: Checks that the integrated sy tern performs its function as 
specified in the requirements. Functional testing performed in a carefully controlled 
situation. 
2. Performance testing: ompares the integrated components with the nonfunctional 
system requirement after the testing is completed, these requirements including 
security, accuracy, peed, and reliabilit , constrain the wa in whi ·h the syst ~111 
function are perf rmcd. 
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3. Acceptance testing: Allow customers to test the system. 
7.2.5: User Acceptance Testing 
In user acceptance testing, user is required to test the EMPHASIS to ensure the system 
meets its requirement before it is formally delivered to the end user. 
From this testing, user can test the performance of the system and the operation of each 
function. Thus, this will develop and increase their understanding of the system when the 
complete system is being implemented. Some test cases will also have to bring out to 
introduce the system so it will be more reliable and efficiency when it is tested. Any new 
or additional requirements from the user will be considered in this test. 
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Chapter 8: System Evaluation 
System evaluation is a process of evaluating the capability and usability of the developed 
system. It is a process that occurs continuously, drawing on a variety of sources and 
information. Evaluation is shown as a path of this final phase of the system 
development life cycle. The process involves several steps includes evaluation by end 
users, identifying the system strength, system limitation and future enhancements. In this 
chapter, it also highlighted the knowledge gained, the problems encountered during the 
development of the system and the solutions taken to overcome these problems. 
8.1: Problems Encountered and Solutions 
During the implementation of the system, several problems had been encountered and 
need to be solved in order to continue the development. These problems along with 
solution approaches are highlighted in the following section. 
Integration problem 
I had use the bottom up approach in developing the system where modules of the system 
are developed separately and integrate it when all the modules are finish developed. 
However, I had encountered the integration problem such as error in pas ing query string, 
session problem and some link problem. 
To solve the integration problem, l use the dcbu r icr I rovided by the Mier soil Visual 
tudio .N ~T 2003 t debu ' the s tom. c i I s tint, I try t > int .. 1rnl · the st nn n by 
ne. After a m dulc is uccc: sfull been i111 1rnt ·d nud t st to be free f bu 'S, then 
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another module will integrate and test the correctness of the system. The process repeat 
until all the modules are successfully been integrated. 
Lack of Mastery of VB.NET Language 
Using the language is very challenging as the VB.NET is the new programming language 
and this is the first time I approach to this Language. I had encountered the problem of 
mastering the VB.NET language in a short time especially the language syntax and 
commands. Besides that, I also not familiar with the VB.NET development environment 
(Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003) such as how to manage the coding and use the tool 
provided by Ms VS.NET. 
To master the VB.NET language, f surf the Internet to find the reference and ample 
coding for these languages as the as the guidance for sy tern <level prncnt. Additi nal 
Literature was acquired through reference book to gain better understand ab ut the syntax 
and command of the VB.NET. Discussion with course mates i al ne f the lution 
for the numerous doubts. 
Lack of Hardware and Software Configuration Knowledge 
All the software and hardware needed to develop the y tcm need t be configured bcf re 
the start of the development pha e in rder t pr ccss the tern implementation 
smoothly. For example, the data ase connecti n need t be .onfi rured t 01111 • t th' 
system to the databa e. All f the e i ue be ome the pr iblcm for Ill· as the first I usin ' 
all the e development to I . 
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These problems have been overcome by looking the similar problems and solution or 
help files and reference from the Internet. Besides, I also inquire the help from course 
mates who is using software. 
8.2: System Strengths 
During the development of this project, several system strengths were identified. 
Easy to Use 
The EMPHASIS is a user friendly system. The entire interfaces and command buttons, 
which was created, is easy to understand and use. For example, a user can predict that 
clicking on a command button label with DELETE in program will delete the rec rd 
from database. This will decrease the time for new users to learn how to u e thi new 
system. Moreover, the most important i reducing their reluctant to u c the sy tern. 
Secure Security 
Administrators need to login in order to view all the student pr file, add, modify or 
delete record and view the profile. Users need to insert their login in order to taking the 
survey questions. The user login is under the contr I of the y tern thu all unauth rized 
users will fail to access to the system. 
Real time updated daily processing 
This system will automatically update th rec rd in database one' the u rs add mod if 
or delete the records. The system will aut mati all ·al iulate the l tnl s _. of th· 
questi n . 
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Reliability 
Inputs of the user to the system are validated and verified to prevent errors caused by the 
invalid input. If there is an invalid input, error messages that specify the error will be 
prompted to inform the user about the error. Besides that, database that contains all the 
essential and important information will be back-up automatically at a specific interval. 
8.3 System Limitation 
Lack of Advance Security Features 
There is no data encryption implemented in this system, especially user input confidential 
information and query string. Besides that, user is not restricted to three times attempting 
to login into the system. Therefore, the system is vulnerable to threat of hacking or other 
cyber crime. 
8.4 Future Enhancements 
Further development and many new idea have come about while the y tern wa cing 
implemented. Therefore some functions and services need t enhance into the system to 
make it more comprehensive and functional in the future. 
8.5 Knowledge and Experience Gained 
A lot of valuable knowledge and experience that are gain d in dev loping MP A I , 
there are listed below. 
Development Tools Knowledge 
By developing the ,MPHA IS, J had the opportunit to cxplor the YB.N ·T 
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programming language and other programming related tools such as Microsoft SQL 
Server 2000. Reading about the software is not enough to understand its characteristics. 
I had discovered more advance technology that can be deployed by the language VB.N T 
which indeed cannot be gained from the books only. I also had had better understandin 
on how to manipulate the SQL Server and crystal report. 
Understand UP and the importance of all phases in SDLC 
By developing the Emphasis, I had to go through all the development phase in the SDLC 
such as requirement gathering, system analysis, system design, system implementation 
and system testing. All the phase in the SDLC had to be conducted in a proper way to 
eliminate cascaded value added error and minimize rework of the sy tern. In additi rial, 1 
had also known bow to develop a system by implementing the Unified Pr cess P) 
methodology in software development life cycle. 
Project Planning Skills 
Before developing EMPHASIS, all the software development tep and pr ject planning 
are just a theory to me. But during the development of MPHA I , I have noticed the 
important of good planning and had real chance t practice and implement all the 
knowledge and theory that learned before about oftware devel prnent and pr jcct 
management. Good planning will minimize the ri k f getting wren c nceptual f the 
project and make a developer e timatc what can be able t be achieved. 
8.6: Reviews and Goal 
l\t the final sta te f the pr ject there w ·r • · ·rtain c: p ··tali 11' 11 what v ul I 
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achieved. The following is the expectations that have achieved: 
Expectation Achieved 
In overall, the system had fulfilled the expectations stated by the project. Basically all the 
functions of the system was designed and implemented and have been achieved 
successfully. The system also is eligible for future growth and maintenance. The 
non-functional requirements such as reliability, usability, maintainability and efficiency 
also are met by the system. 
Objectives Achieved 
The project had successfully created a system that provided an alternative convenient 
method for users to help them in maintain their emotionat, mental and physical health. A 
a conclusion, the above statement have clearly point ut that the bjective t e tabli h 
the system had been achieved. 
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. !
:1: Faculty Of Computer Science And Information 
Technology, University Malaya 200412005 
Survey on Emotional, Mental and Physical Health 
Among the Computer Science Student in University of 
J Malaya 
Personal Profile: 
Name: ~~~~~~~~~~---- 
Ma tr i cul at ion number : 
Email address : Date : ------ 
Instruction : Please tick ( t/") or specify otherwise: 
Gender : D Male D Female 
Race : D Malay D Chinese D Indian D Others, please specify: _ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Introduction : 
The purpose of this survey is to understand what exactly it is that disturb our inner 
equilibrium, looking at the emotional, mental and physical health perspectives. There are 
two section in this survey, section A and section B. 
Section A: 
This section is to help you to know what kind of problem that cause y ur em ti nal 
mental and physical health. 
If your answer to each of following statement i Yes, plea e tick ( ./ ) in the box, 
otherwise put a cross ( x ). 
ls your emotional health ok? 
1. I'm often in the bad mood. ---------------------------------------------------------- 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
D 
2. I find it difficult to control my anger. ------------------------------------------------------ 
3. I find it hard to say 'no', even when someone makes unrea onable demand .-------- 
4. I am a jealous person. ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
5. I'm easily hurt when I'm criticized, even if the riti i mi c 11 tru rive. ------------ 
6. It upsets me greatly when I fail at something, n matt r h w unirnp rtant it i . ----- 
7 I feel I'm losing control over my life. ------------------------------------------------------ 
8. l feel anxious and down a I t. --------------------------------------------------------------- 
9. J can't let go of a past event. ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
10. l feel unhappy ab ul I st f thin rs i11 in Ii Ic. ---------------------------·--.---··-···-··- 
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Is your rational mind in working order? 
11. I'm so emotional that I often find it hard to make rational decisions. --------- D 
12. I constantly change my mind. I'm a true ditherer. --------------------------------------- 0 
13. In certain situations, I panic and I am unable to think rationally. ----------------0 
14. I find it difficult to follow a train of thought when I need to take in new information. 0 
15. I feel confused and disorientated. ---------------------------------------------------------- 0 
16. I find it difficult to follow instructions. I simply cannot remember the order 
of things. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 0 
How good is your physical health? 
17. I feel constantly tired. ---------------------------------------------------------------- 0 
18. Whenever there is a bug going around, I'll catch it. ------------------------------ 0 
19. I have been plagued by various health problems for a long time. -------------- 0 
20. I have a chronic condition which doesn't get better. ------------------------------------ D 
21. I have a chronic condition which is getting worse. -------------------------------------- 0 
22. I have annoying physical symptoms (ticks, twitches, ho ting paint , and n) that 
keep recurring. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- D 
23. The quality of my skin and/or hair has deteriorated. ----------------------------- D 
24. My breathing feels different in an unpleasant way. ------------------------------ 0 
25. I feel unwell but can't say exactly how or why. ---------------------------------- 0 
26. One (or several) of· my body processes (menstruation b wel movements, 
digestion, for example) has not been working properly for a while. ----------- 0 
Meaning for difficult words: 
rational - consistent with or based on rea on; logical: 
ditherer - the person who are nervously irresolute in actin 1 rd in i. 
disorientated - loss all of sen c of direction 
bug - annoy; irritate 
plagued - cau ed of trouble or di aster. 
chronic - continual, >oing on for a 1011 ' tim ·. 
licks - to function characteri tically r well: 
twitches - a. uddcn p111li11' 
bowel movements wa tc matter di .hur red: Iac · •s 
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Section B: 
In this section you will be tested on those issues in your life that linger on from the past 
and have been building up into stumbling-blocks that are holding you back today. It also 
helps you to define which issues are problems that occur in your life pattern that include 
thoughts, mental, emotional and physical pattern. 
Part 1 - 
In this part you will be tested on life patterns that influence your emotion. 
Write your grade down in the box provided based on the following Grading cheme. 
Gradine; Scheme 
Grade 5 : That's exactly how I feel! 
Grade 4 : I frequently feel like this and it makes me very anxious. 
Grade 3 : I sometimes feel like this and it bothers me. 
Grade 2 : I sometimes feel like this but it doesn't bother me. 
Grade 1 : I rarely feel like this. 
Grade 0: This thought would never cross my mind. 
1. When someone else is in a bad mood, it affects my own mood in a negative way.----- D 
2. I don't feel that I have control over my life. ------------------------------------------------- D 
3 I doubt very much that I will ever excel at anything. ---------------------------------------- 0 
4. When something goes wrong during the day, it depresses me for a long time after.---- D 
5. My life is ruled by my sense of duty toward family, friend or empl yer. ------------ D 
6. I'm expecting my future to be a unsatisfactory a my pa t. ------------------------------- 0 
7. I have developed thought patterns that l dislike but cannot stop. -------------------------- 0 
8. I have behavioural patterns that I dislike but cannot top.---------------------------------- D 
9. My daily life is at the mercy of my feelings. My feelings are unpredictable. ------------ D 
10. I seem to do a11 the right things but never get the results I want. -------------------------- 0 
11. I have habits that make me feel a failure. ----------------------------------------------------- 0 
12. I am unable to say 'no', even when others make demand that are clearly 
ur1reaso11able. ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 0 
13. When certain situations occur in my life, they trig rer great fear in me, even th u h 
other people don't seem to be bothered by the ame situati 11. ----------------------------- 0 
14. It is important to met do everyday thing alw s the ame way.------------------------ 0 
15. I hate conflict and will avoid it at all co t. --------------------------------------------------- 0 
16. l 'm fearful of most thin is in I ifc. -------------------------------------------------------------- 0 
17. I feel that thcrs are belier than me. -----------------------------------------------------·---- 0 
18. I suffer from a particular health pr blein tint kc ips r • iurrinu. ----------·---·--·---·---·-· 
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19. There are things I could do to improve my life situation, but I'm not doing them.------ D 
Part 2 - 
In this part, we are looking for past events that influence on your mind, body and spirit. 
Write your grade down in the box provided based on the following Grading cheme. 
Grading Scheme 
Grade 5: This statement applies to me 100 per cent. 
Grade 4: This statement reflects how I feel quite often. 
Grade 3: I sometimes feel like this and it upsets me. 
Grade 2: I sometimes feel like this but it doesn't bother me. 
Grade I: I rarely feel like this. 
Grade 0: This statement does not apply to me. 
1. I feel compelled to th.ink about certain past events in my life, even though this upset 
me.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~- D 
2. I'm scared that I will go on having the same negative experiences that 1 had in the 
past. ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ D 
3. I have developed thought patterns that upset me. ------------------------------------------- D 
4. Although I hated the way I was treated by others in the past, I eem to be treating 
others in the same unacceptable way now. --------------------------------------------------- D 
5. l have done something in the past that made me lo call elf-re peel. -------------------- D 
6. I have omitted to do something in the past that I should have done. Thi mi ion ha 
blighted my life since. --------------------------------------------------------------------------- D 
7. I often have unexpected flashbacks about a past traumatic event. ------------------------ D 
8. I cannot remember anything before the age of ten. ----------------------------------------- 0 
9. I have a chronic illness and now I feel guilty becau e ome ne said that I have 
attracted the illness through negative thoughts. -------------------------------------------- 0 
Meaning for difficult words: 
linger - be late or slow in going away. 
anxious - strongly wishing to do or get something. 
excel - do better than; be very ood. 
trigger - set an action or a proce s in moti 11 
blighted - poil 
traumatic - distressin , or unpleasant 
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Part 3 - 
In this part , we are looking at the thoughts. This thoughts evoke feelings, and feelings 
trigger physical and mental responses. 
Write your grade down in the box provided based on the following Grading Scheme. 
Grading Scheme 
Grade 5: This is exactly the way I think. 
Grade 4: I often think like that. 
Grade 3: I sometimes think like that and it bothers me. 
Grade 2: I sometimes think like that but it doesn't bother me. 
Grade 1: I rarely think like that. 
Grade 0: This thought would never occur to me. 
1. I would rather be anyone else but myself. ---------------------------------------------------- 0 
2. I have brief moment where l see disturbing pictures in my mind which do not seem 
to relate to anything I have experienced in my life so far. --------------------------------- 0 
3. I have been trying to think positively over a long time, but somehow, it doesn't work 
for me. --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 0 
4. When I look back over my life and think of where I am today, I am dissati fied. ------ 0 
5. My thoughts are automatically negative most of the time.---------------------------------- 0 
6. I cannot see the future. -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 0 
7. I don't think I can visualize. I just don't have any ima inati n. -------------------------- 0 
8. I don't like who I have become. -------------------------------------------------------------- 0 
9. I don't think others like me. ------------------------------------------------------------------- 0 
10. I dislike myself and I resent others. ---------------------------------------------------------- 0 
11. Whatever anyone else says about me stays in my mind for year afterward , but only 
if it was something negative. ------------------------------------------------------------------ 0 
12. I feel it is important to hide my inadequacie from ther around me. If they knew the 
real me, they would lose interest or reject me. ----------------------------------------------- 0 
Meanin2 for difficult words: 
brief moment - for a hort ti me 
resent - feel bitter or angry at. 
inadequacies - not enough 
-Thank you for you P c h' s v y. - 
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WHAT ARE YOU DOING TO HANDLE STRESS? 
Created by Beverly B. Palmer, Ph.D. 
California State University, Dominguez Hill's 
bpalmer@csudh.edu 
To assess your coping skills, check off each statement that applies to you. 
0 1. I tune out the demands. M 
0 2. I take a drink (or pill, or smoke) at night to unwind. M 
0 3. When I am faced with a difficult problem I try to break it down 
into smaller, more manageable bits. PS 
0 4. I take a deep breath and let it out slowly when I feel particularly 
tense . R 
. o· 5. When I have to get something done I will skip lunch. M 
0 6. I know how to delegate tasks to others. TM 
0 7. When I catch myself saying unhelpful things to myself (e.g. "I'll 
never get it exactly right..") I am able to change those thoughts. C 
0 8. If I get really busy or have a deadline, I stick with it even if it 
means losing some sleep. M 
0 9. Sometimes I just say "no" A 
0 10. I get anqry when the demands become too great. M 
0 11. I deal with stress ~y increasing my pace of doing more than 
one thing at a time. M 
0 12. I can sometimes laugh at myself or others when the situation . 
becomes tense. H 
CJ 13. I try to think of many alternative ways of handling a problem. PS 
0 14. Exercise helps me blow off steam when I am stressed. E 
0 15. I talk with my friend/partner/relative when I'm feeling stressed. S 
0 16. I take something (e.g. a cup of coffee, a pill) to help me focus 
and get the job done. M 
I 8 
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Handling Stress Page 2 
D 17. I treat myself with my favorite food when I am feeling stressed. M 
~ 18. When the demands become overwhelming, I just forget to do it. M 
0 19. I try to live one day at a time, without unduly worrying about the 
future or having regrets about the past. c 
0 20. I take a break if I start to feel too tense. R 
0 21. I am able to speak openly about my feelings when angry or 
worried. A 
0 22. I prioritize my daily activities so I don't feel like I have to be 
doing everything all of the time. TM 
0 23. I live by the philosophy of "if you wait long enough to respond 
to something it will no longer need a response." M 
0 24. I often put other people's needs before my own so they will 
not get angry. M 
lhe letters in the right hand column indicate the type of coping skills you are 
using: 
M Maladaptive 
R Relaxation 
E Exercise 
IM Time Management 
C Changing Cognitions 
A Assertive Communication 
PS Problem-Solving 
H Humor 
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Are You Stressed? 
Created by Beverly B. Palmer, Ph.D. 
California State University, Dominguez Hills 
bpalmer@csudh.edu 
Please respond to the following questions with: 
1 =never 
2 =rarely 
3 = sometimes 
4 = fairly often 
5 = very often 
In the last month, how often have you: 
Been upset because of something that happened unexpectedly? 
Felt unable to control the important things in your life? 
Felt nervous and stressed? 
Dealt successfully with irritating life hassles? 
--'--- Felt you were effectively coping with important changes in your life? 
Felt confident about your ability to deal with your personal problems?_ 
Felt that things were going your way? 
Found that you could not cope with all the things you had to do? 
Felt on top of things? 
Been angered because of events that were outside your control? 
Found yourself thinking about things that you have to accomplish? 
Been able to control the way you spend your time? 
Felt difficulties were piling up so high that you couldn't overcome the 7 
TOTAL LEFT COLUMN POINTS (Not counting the 6 right column items) 
TOTAL RIGHT COLUMN POINTS 
- TOTAL POINTS 
§coring 
Reverse the number of points for each item with a_ in the right hand column. 
That is, if you put a 5 in the left hand column for that item, record a score of 1 in 
the right hand column. If you put a 4 in the left hand column for an item, record a 
score of 2 in the right hand column. Scores of 3 remain the same. 
Add up your scores in the left column only for those items that do not have _ 
in the right column. Add up your scores in the right column and then put your I ft 
hand column and right hand column scores together to get tot I number of 
points. 
A total score of 30 or more means you re stressed to th point th t you ml ht 
consider doing something about it. 
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Treatment/Exercise Record 
Name: ~~~~~~~~~~~- 
Ma tr i cul at ion No.: ~~~~~~~~~~ 
Results of Emotional, Mental and Physical Scores: 
Emotional (A) Mental (B) Physical ( ) 
Score 
Suggested Exercises I Treatments 
~ 
Exercise Date Time Duration Treatment for Emotional (E) I Mental (M) I Physlca 
Name (Min) (P) (Please indicate the treatment using E, M or P) ~ 
-- 
,._ 
I'--_ 
,..._ 
I 
...._ 
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Exercise Date Time Duration 
Treatment for Emotional (E) I Mental (M) I Physical 
Name (Min) 
(P) (Please indicate the treatment using E, Mor P) 
' 
L. 
' 
L 
~ 
'-- 
'-- 
- 
~ 
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Exercises I Treatments 
Please refer to the results above. If you are in (A), please perform the following 
exercises I treatments: 
Exercise I Treatment (1): Exercise for connecting wtth your emotional side 
Aims: 
To become connected to all your emotions and, by accepting the positive ones, make 
them stronger, and by accepting the negative ones, make them less frightening and less 
over powering. 
What to do? 
• Sit or lie down and place both hands on your navel. Listen in to yourself. What 
emotion can you detect? Is there only one particular emotion, or can you make out a 
number of different ones? Are your emotions mixed-that is, contradictory-for 
example happiness and fear, satisfaction and needine s? Or are they f the ame kind, 
such as fear and loathing, happiness and contentment, loneline and rejection? 
• Identify each emotion separately. Let's say you discovered fear in ide your elf. 
Notice where in your body the fear i located. Do you feel it in y ur head in your 
stomach area or anywhere else? What happens t your breathing, while y u f cl the 
fear? Is there a change in your body temperature? Notice a much detail a y u can. 
• Acknowledge the· fear by addressing it with the thought,' y u are my fear. Y u are 
part of me and I resist you no longer.' Do the same with every in le emotion. 
How long does it take? 
Take your time over this exercise. Don't rush it, but really Ji ten in to your elf very 
carefully. The more feelings you can find and acknowled e, the m r c mplete will be 
your inner picture of who you are. When you can find only positive emotions, y u need 
not do this exercise again until you feel the need t d . If you have mo tly no iativc 
emotions, do the exercise everyday. 
How do I know I'm doing it right'! 
It is good sign when you can stay calm and a ccpun , while thin in ' about a 11 • ati • a 
negative emotion. Also, when u feel rn r · apprc ·iati c and happ al ut p sili . on is, 
it tells you that y u have rained fr m th' ·x ·r nsc. 
I . l 
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What to avoid? 
Cheating. Please do not ignore negative emotions, just because you feel they should not 
be there. Not looking at them won't make them go away. 
Exercise I Treatment (2): Ex.ercisefor healing negative emotions 
Aims: 
To acknowledge and honour a negative feeling. It is there for a reason and has probably 
served as a useful self-preservation mechanism in the past. By conveying your respect for 
it, the negative feeling can abate. Trying to sweep a negative feeling under the carpet 
gives it power over you; facing it and acknowledging it gives you the power to deal with 
it. 
What to do? 
• Sit or lie down comfortably and place your hands on your navel. Close your eyes. 
• Allow a negative emotion to come forward within you and name it by thinking 'Thi 
is my [anger/envy/].' 
• Imagine you could take the emotion out of yourself and place it in front f you a a 
person. What would your personified emotion look like? Would it be a man or a 
woman? It is someone you know or rneone you have never ecn cf r ? 
• Watch the personified emotion expres that feeling. Watch them rant and rave in 
anger, sit with head in hands with depre sion, or do whatever pre c the cm ti n 
they are representing. 
• Address the person in your mind with the following words, 'you have a very special 
part in my life and I don't know what I'd do without you. You are very important t 
me.' Check how you feel. 
• Now swap places and be the per onified emotion. eel the anger, depre i n r 
whatever else you are representing. eel your elf acting and expr ing that Icelin ' 
physically, either through word or by your po rure and body ten ion. N w hear the 
words that are addressed toy u, 'y u have a ery pecial part in 111 life and J d n 't 
know what I'd do without you. Y u ar very imp rtaru t me. heck h u feel as 
the per onificd emotion wh hear. th isc w rds. 
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• Swap places again and reintegrate the personified emotion back into you. See how it 
feels different now. Open your eyes again. 
How long does it take? 
Unimportant. Take your time. 
How to know I'm doing it right? 
At the end of the exercise you will feel more peaceful inside. 
What to avoid? 
Working with too many negative emotions in one go. Allow the effects of the exercise to 
percolate through your body and mind for a day and leave tackling the next emotion to 
the next day. Less is more. 
Exercise I Treatment (3): Tile screen exercise 
Aims: 
To help you gain a clearer perspective. To become more detached from a formerly 
distressing memory. To get a more neutral perspective on an issue that you feel confu ed 
or uncertain about. 
\Vhat to do? 
• Single out the memory or current ituati n you arc trug iling with, either ecau e it 
makes you sad or embarrassed, or because you cannot stop thinking ab ut it for any 
other reasons. 
' 
• Close your eyes and think the memory/situation through from tart to finish, 
remembering as much detail as you can. 
• Now imagine you could take the memory/situation out or your head and put it on to 
an inner screen so that you can watch the memory/ ituation like a film. 
• Watch the goings on in the screen a an outside bserver, and n rice how y u can ee 
things differently. 
How long does it take? 
As long as you need to get a new per pcctivc. 
How do I know I'm doing it right? 
When you feel better r clearer aflcr ha ing done the e •r rsc. 
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Please refer to the results above. If you are in (B), please perform the following 
exercises I treatments: 
Exercise I Treatment (4): Self-preservation reset exercise 
Aims: 
To help resolve inner conflict and to become aware of the protective function of no ative 
thoughtforms and achieve a more moderate version of the thought. 
What to do? 
• Make yourself comfortable and close your eyes. 
• Get in touch with the inner self-preservation thought that makes you unhappy or 
prevents you from doing what you want to do. 
• Imagine taking the thought out of your head and making it into a person who 
addresses you with those negative words. 
• Decide what this person's good intention is. What are trying to protect you from? 
• Thank the person in your mind and ask them to encourage you in tead. 
• Shake hands on the deal and then reintegrate your elf-pre ervation part back int 
yourself. 
How long does it take? 
About five to ten minutes. It is fine if you need 1 n er th ugh. 
How do I know I'm doing it right? 
Before you do exercise, think about the thought that is making you unhappy. thi 
whilst resting a hand on your navel. Check how your belly area feel . You will notice an 
unpleasant sensation, such as tingling or butterflies. 
After the exercise, think the new, more moderate thought with a hand on your navel and 
check again how your belly react . You should n w experience a plea ant r neutral 
sensation under your hand. If the feeling i till unplea ant, y u need to repeat the 
exercise because you have not yet f und the ri ht replacement thought. 
What to avoid? 
Getting too hung up about eeinu everything cl arty in our mind. A vague en e f 
knowing what this inner thou zht I ok like as a pers n i rood en u ih. 
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Exercise I Treatment (5): Exercise for a happy ending 
Aims: 
To stay focused on your aim and positive outcome. To stay motivated and optimistic. 
What to do? 
• Sit or lie down comfortably and close your eyes. 
• Imagine standing in front of a full-length mirror and see your reflection in the mirror. 
• As you are looking at your reflection, imagine a soft grey mist beginning l'o fill the 
mirror until it has obscured your reflection entirely. 
• Take a deep breathe and step into the mirror. You are safe and secure as the soft grey 
mists carry you gently forward in time to that day when you have overcome the 
particular problem you are working on now. 
• Imagine yourself being set down by the mists on that happy day and watch them clear 
around you. Notice in detail how your life is different now that you have overcome 
the problem. Feel all the happy feelings that go with having achieved your aim. 
Notice all the things you are able to do which you couldn't do before. Feel what it i 
like to do all these things now. Enjoy the elation. Stay in that feeling for a while. 
• Now let the soft grey mists surround you again and carry you gently backward in 
time, until you step backward out of the mirror. 
• Watch the mists clear from the mirror until you can see your wn reflecti n again. 
• Open your eyes again. 
How long does it take? 
Spin this one out, especially your happy feelings when you imagine y u have achieved 
your aim. Do this exercise daily. 
How do I know I'm doing it right? 
A clear sign is when you feel uplifted at the end of the exerci e. 
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Please refer to the results above. If you are in (C), please perform the following 
exercises I treatments: 
Exercise I Treatment (6): Exercise/or connecting with your physical side 
Aims: 
To become aware of your body, to relax and to start appreciating that your thoughts, nee 
channelled, can have an influence on your body. To start listening to the messages your 
body gives you and to spread positive messages through your body. 
What to do? 
• Loosen any tight clothing and lie down, legs stretches out, arms along your body. Put 
rolled up towels or a cushion under your head and behind knees, if that makes you 
feel more comfortable. 
• Let your eyes close and listen to your breathing. AJlow your breathing to go any way 
it wants to go and just listen to it. Feel how your chest and stomach area rise and fall 
gently with your breathing. 
• Be aware any areas in your body that feel comfortable. Focus your inner attention on 
each of these comfortable areas in turn. 
• Imagine spreading these comfortable feeling throughout your body. 
• Now be aware of any areas in your body that arc the right tcmpcraturc-n t t h t, 
not too cold. Focus on each of these areas in turn. 
• Imagine spreading the comfortable temperature throughout y ur b dy. 
• Now be aware of any areas in your body where you can feel a pulse beating. ocu on 
each of these areas in turn. 
• Imagine feeling this life-giving pulse in every part of your body, in every mu cle, 
gland, organ and fibre, and in every ingle cell f y ur b dy. Be aware that y u are 
now feeling life force pulsing through you. 
How lone; does it take? 
Do each of these steps-comfortable feeling, right temperature and pulse-f r as I n r a 
you can concentrate on it. When y u feel y ur attcnti n wandering ff, in e n t the 
next tep. Initially you may find it hard t keep f cu ed, so thee ercisc will be ver hort. 
As you practice more, y ur c nccntrati n will impr c and the ' 'r ·i, · will tuk · n little 
longer, with clearer re ults. 
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How I know I'm doing it right? 
When you feel calm and relaxed at the end, and particularly when you have been able to 
spread comfortable sensations around the body. 
What to avoid? 
Telling yourself off if you can't concentrate. Just move on to the next part of the exerci e 
and focus your mind on the next sensation. 
Exercise I Treatment (7): Tile psoas exercise 
Aims: 
To help the body relax, to relax and release the tension in the psoas so it can become 
flexible again. 
What to do: 
• Lie down on your back, legs pulled up and hip-width apart. Rest your hands on your 
abdomen or next to your body. If you find it more comfortable, you can let your 
knees rest against one another. 
• Gently massage the two points which are situated one inch above and be ide the navel 
for about ten seconds. These are the neurolymphatic point relating to the p oa 
muscle. By ma saging these point gently, you help the lymph rclatin t the kidney 
meridian move around the body. 
• Close your eyes and the lie still. Concentrate on your spine in your lower back and 
imagine the psoas muscle fa tened to each side of the lower pine and extending to 
the top of your legs. Picture the psoas lengthening and moothing out and inking 
down on to the floor or bed beneath you. 
How long does it take? 
Then minute twice daily, on walking up and bef re going t sleep. Al o a g d exerci e 
if you cannot sleep. 
How do I know I'm doing it right? 
You will either find you arc taking pontanc u de p br ath in when our p a 
beginning to relax, or you feel tension drifting out of ur lower back. 
What to avoid 
Pres in 1 yOLLr back d wn purp cl . /\II w the p us to I ·t { r l ·11si II in its II tim •. 
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Exercise I Treatment (8): Exercise for healing the body 
Aims: 
To release tension from the body. To raise energy levels and make you more stress- 
resilient. 
What to do? 
• Loosen tight clothing. Sit or lie down and close your eyes. 
• Listen to your ·breathing and feel the movement of your body as it expands and 
deflates with your breathing. 
• Imagine that any physical tension now starts draining out of your body via your 
fingertips and your toes. 
• Concentrate on the centre of your body. 
• While you concentrate, imagine a sun being located at the centre of your stomach 
area, radiating warmth and strength outwards into the upper body, arms and head and 
into the lower body, legs and feet. 
• Now imagine sparkling particles like fireworks spreading among the pathway that 
the rays of sunshine are making through the body, filling very mu cle and fibre and 
cell with energy. 
• If you know that there is a problem with a particular rgan r gland, hift the un vcr 
to that area so that this organ is receiving the full impact of the warmth, strength and 
energy of the sun and the sparkling particles. Hold t his image a I ng a you can. 
How long does it take? 
Spin this exercise out as long as you can to get maximum benefit from it. Repeat it 
regularly, especially if you suffer from an illnes or if you feel emotionally vulnerable. 
How do I know I'm doing it right'! 
You feel calmer and physically more relaxed and refreshed. You may even fall a Jeep, 
this is a particularly good exercise to do when you are having pr blem gettin ' t sleep. 
What to avoid? 
Rushing through the exerci c. 
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Please refer to the results above. If you are in (A) and (B), please perform the 
following exercises I treatments: 
Exercise I Treatment (9): Collarbone breathing exercise 
Aims: 
Helps to calm and relax you mentally and emotionally. 
What to do? 
1. Rest three fingers of your right hand in the hollow underneath the right collarbone 
while you breathe as follows: 
1. Take a deep breath in 
2. Breathe half way out 
3. Breath all the way out 
4. Breathe normally for one breathe cycle 
There is no need to hold your breath at any stage. You can do this sequence quite quickly. 
One cycle only takes a couple of seconds. 
2. Rest three fingers of your right hand in the hollow underneath the left collarbone and 
breathe as before. 
3. Rest three fingers of your left hand on the hollow underneath the left collarbone and 
breathe as before. 
4. Place three fingers of your left hand in the hollow underneath the right collarbone and 
rest the fingers there. Breathe a before. 
Repeat this steps another four times. 
How long does it take? 
Do this exercise whenever you feel stressed and also before doing the meridian tap. nee 
you know the sequence by heart it should not take you more than three minute t do it. 
How do I know I'm doing it right? 
You will feel calmer and more focused when you have fini lied the e rci c. 
What to avoid? 
Getting too hung up about where , actly the p int arc. A y u ar usina three finger , 
one of them is bound to be in the right place. 
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Exercise I Treatment (10): Swapping places exercise 
Aims: 
To help you gain a different perspective. 
What to do? 
• Close your eyes and think of the situation that makes you feel uncomfortable. Think 
about it in as much detail as you can. 
• Imagine yourself moving through this situation as you would in reality, and explore 
how you feel. 
• Now run through the same situation, but step into the other person's shoes. As you 
are now moving around, acting and reacting, how do you feel as the other person? 
why are acting and reacting the way you do? How are you feeling about yourself? 
How are you feeling about that person you are looking at (namely, you)? Check 
carefully whether you are trying to impress them, impress others around you or 
whether you are masking an inner insecurity with your behaviour. 
• Swap places again and be yourself once more. Now that you have experienced the 
other person's feelings, how does that change how you feel? ow is thi changing 
your perception of the situation? 
How I know I'm doing it right? 
You should feel you have learnt something after the exercise, and that in ight will help 
you adopt a more positive approach to the situation. 
Please refer to the results above. If you are in (A) and ( ), please perform the 
following exercises I treatments: 
Exercise I Treatment (l l): Zip up exercise 
Aims: 
To switch on the Central Vessel (CV) that govern the brain. Thi will help the brain l 
work more easily and efficiently. Thi i important becau e the brain i the ontr I entre 
for all physical and emotional function . 
What to do? 
• land up and place both hand , no 11 the l p f the titer, 
public b ne. 
•r th' a1 su of' our 
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• Run both hands, one of the top of the other, up the midline of your body and neck. 
Trade its path up to the chin below the lower lip. Stop here. 
• Take your hands out to the side, arms stretched away from the body, then let them 
gently drop down to your side. 
• Repeat ten times. 
How long does it take? 
Approximately one minute. A good time to do this exercise is first thing in the morning. 
How do I know I'm doing it right? 
You feel your breathing getting deeper and you feel more together. Ideal when you are 
stressed or anxious. 
Exercise I Treatment (12): Stress tap exercise 
Aims: 
To a11ow the body to let go of stres . To be able to think more clearly and feel more 
'together' again. Sometimes, it can also be useful to balance out any lop- idedne that 
may arise through doing a lot of intellectual work or through being very emotional. If you 
are stressed by over-thinking or over-feeling, one side of your brain become overw rked. 
What to do? 
Tap firmly, between five and ten times, on the following p ints. 
• Eyebrows (at the point closest to the nose) 
• Under eyes. 
• Under arms. 
• Collarbones. 
• Side of one hand. 
How long does it take? 
Do three rounds of tapping, then check whether you C el better and 111 re rela ed. lf n t, 
do another three rounds of the same tappin r equence. 
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Exercise I Treatment (13): Cross crawl exercise 
Aims: 
To reduce emotional and physical stress. To enhance coordination. To feel more focused 
and energized. 
What to do? 
• March on the spot with exaggerated knee and arm movements. 
• Swing your right arm far forwards while stretching the right leg backwards, then push 
the left arm forwards with the left leg going backwards. 
• Raise your right knee up and touch it with your left elbow. Raise your left knee up 
and touch it with your right elbow. 
• Raise your left arm in the air and stretch your right leg sideways away from the body. 
raise your right arm up in the air and stretch your left leg sideways away from the 
body. 
• Raise your left arm in the air and stretch out yow· left leg sideways. Raise your right 
arm in the air and stretch your right leg sideways away from the body. 
How lonf! doest it take? 
Do each cross crawl sequence twenty times. 
Please refer to the results above. If you are in (A), (8) and ( ) please perform the 
following exercises I treatments: 
Exercise I Treatment (14): Exercise/or soothing the body and the mind 
Aims: 
Help to relax the body, mind and emotions. 
What to do? 
• Rest both your middle fingers on the bridge of your n se, one finger next to the ther. 
• Open your eyes wide, looking very Ii 1htly upward . Make ur you d n t Iurr w 
your brow, though. 
• Slowly and gently 111 vc your middle finger up and then utward toward y u 
temples, all the way down to your ear . lide OlU' fin icr v ·r the . kin surface. 
not pre s. Make sure you breathe while doing the c erci 'C. 
• Repeat this ten times. 
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• Now close your eyes and repeat the same finger movements across your forehead and 
down to your ears another ten times. 
How long does it take? 
Take your time. Do this slowly. 
How do I know I'm doing it right? 
You will feel your forehead relax, together with your jaw muscles. You may also n tice 
that you are breathing more deeply during or after the exercise. A yawn is also a good 
sign. 
Exercise I Treatment (15): Meridian tap exercise 
Aims: 
To disengage old emotions from the memory of a past event. To lessen anxiety levels. 
What to do? 
First of all, look at the following scale: 
10. Distraught and beside yourself; severely depressed; unable to function. 
9. Distraught and only just about able to function in everyday lif . 
8. Very upset and crying a lot, feeling devastated. 
7. Very upset, crying occasionally, no longer feeling yourself. 
G. Upset and unhappy, but still yourself. 
5. Unhappy. 
4. Sad. 
3. Able to think about an event and only feeling vaguely sad. 
2. Okay. 
1. Feeling over it. 
0. No particular feelings any more when thinking about the trauma. 
Now close your eyes and think about the traumatic r anxiety-indu ing event. Ri ht n w, 
whereabouts on the scale is your upset when you think about it? M ke a note f the ratin i. 
Now we come to the actual tapping qucnce. It i e cntial that y u think ab ut the 
trauma while you tap the points. Better till, p ak the th u rht ut loud while u tap. 
Rachel, for example, aid 'Ian left me while 'he tapp .d. 
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Use both hands and tap each point between five and ten times. You can do so rapidly. 
Think a short sentence referring to your problem or say it out loud while you tap. 
1. Find the sore spot on the left side of your chest. Repeat your short sentence three 
times while you are rubbing the sore spot. Now, whilst saying/thinking the sentence: 
2. Tap the inside of your eyebrows. 
3. Tap under your eyes. 
4. Tap under your nose. 
5. Tap under your lower lip. 
6. Tap under your arms. 
7. Tap your collarbones. 
8. Tap the side of your hand (one hand is sufficient). 
9. tap the top of your hand (one hand is sufficient) and do the following: 
• Close your eyes. 
• Open your eyes. 
• Hum a few bars of a tune out loud. 
• Count 1-2-3-4-5 out loud. 
• Hum a few bars of a tune out loud. 
10. Repeat steps 2 to 8. 
Now close your eyes and think your upsetting thought again. Where on the rating cale 
are you now? The rating should have come down now. Repeat the tappi equcnce l t 9, 
then 2 to 8 again, if necessary several times, until the rating comes down to an acceptable 
level or, ideally, 0. 
How long does it take? 
About two or three minutes for a foll round of tapping, which mean tappin l t then 
2 to 8. Do this several times a day or whenever you start getting up et ab ut the pa t 
event. 
How do I know I'm doing it right? 
Your rating will gradually come d wn and u will n tice that y 11 are Ieelin 1 le and 
less upset when thinking about the past event. 
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User manual 
Login Page 
Emotional, Mental and Phy$ital Healih Probfoms Analy$is System 
(EMPHAS!S) 
Login Exit 
Figure 1.1 : Login page 
1. Emphasis can be accessed through open the .exe file or copy the .exe file into your 
computer. 
2. Run the .exe, file, the system will go into the Login page. 
3. Enter your login ID and password in the corresponding field. The login ID and the 
password are given. 
4. Click 'Login' button. 
5. ff your login is successful, the system will direct you to the patient main page shown 
in Figure 1.2 
6. Error message will be displayed if the login failed. 
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Main Page 
Main Menu 
Welcome to Emphasis 
This system aims to achieve tho follow1!1f! 
*To analyze and identify the level of emotional, mental and physical health problems, 
•To recommend suitable exercises for student.a to overcome th~ r ernotAClnAI, m'"-'lUI ent! r>hy:llctl hi!tlth 
problems. 
*To help students ee maintain emotional, mental and physU:aJ health. 
*To help students to attain high self-esteem ond ceofidecce II\ academic study 
Please Fill in Iha Student Informations Form before You St rt to Test!• 
Figure 1.2: Main Page 
1. In this page, user can view the main purpose of this system. 
2. There are seven buttons which wi1J 1ink to others page. 
3. The pages linked by the buttons are as below: 
• 'Student Information' displays the form for user to key in the personal details. 
• 'Survey Form' will give a list of survey questions to answer. User should select 
and click the link. 
• 'Survey result' will display the result based on your questions answer. The 
suitable treatment and exercise wi11 be recommended. 
• 'Student Record' allow administrator to view the student record. 
• Treatments/Exercises' will list out all the treatment. lie the link to view the 
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next page. 
• 'Generate Report' will display all the information of the students like the 
student's score and treatment. 
• 'Generate Statistic Report' will display statistic such as graph and bar or chart. 
Student's Information 
Main Menu Student's Informations 
Personal Detalls 
Ya.,. of Educ:lllOO N'oma: 
R.tl\lltofGPA. r- 
Ruult of PNOK : r-- 
Motru:ul.ahDn Number: 
l<cllt 
Race: Date: Delete 
O..ntl1r: 
3 
.:.] lave 
s .. ,,,h engine l Search by 1>1me : 
Figure 1.3: Student's Information Page 
1. Fill in the corresponding fields. After completing the form, click the ' ave' button to 
save your record into your database. 
2. The error message will be displayed if the fields are blank. 
3. The datagrid shown in the page will display the entire key in records of the user. User 
also can search the name in the databa e. 
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4. User can add record or edit the record. The database will be updated. 
Survey Form 
TM purpose of Ibis survey ii to U11derttand what oxaCll,y It 11 Ill.et dllturt> oi.r 11\G.ef cq•1'lib<•.int. looldna 
at the emOtional. inentol and pl\ysu:al health penpeeuvu. Thtto are two UCllO!\ "' lhll ..,,..,,,., 1ttll011 A 
and oection B. 
Section A 
Thlo oeclion 11 to help you to knowwl>al kind of problom1 lhet c:e.uH youremotlonol mol'N>J end phyllcel 
h&!llth 
lsyourempJipnnf bcnlh okay? 
lgygurmentnlb~ 
Soct1on 8 
In lhi1 oeclion you will be '-tied on 11)000 luuH In your I~• lllotWnger on from Ille piut ond hCJ\19 bHn 
building up Into atumblina-blockl 111"1 "'9 holding you bed< today. tt el10 h1lp1 you to define wlliell iuuH 
ere pr0btem1 lhet occur Tn your IH• petlllm 111"1 tno!Odo "1oughlt memeL •moitoMI and phytlC<ll p11nam 
Cbockhslon.lllQJwul111!JlllSl1tvJJolnlhotMlfl•1rmciu~.!I m""1.llo<JYm<I !Ill 
CbQCkll!llUDlllll lboWlhWJ~I luJo;Uriggof~Cll!OlIC.1100:. 
Choclsluu on htu pottorna thotinnuoncnygurcmolQn. 
Figure 1.4: Survey Form Main Page 
l. Types of survey questions are given. 
2. Click the link to display the survey form as shown in Figure 1.5. 
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Survey Form 
Main Menu 
'HH!ii.!i!fi 
-- 
Continuo-- 
Gr<>de 5:Thmo~howlfllell 
Greda 4 : I fraqu•ntly f.,.1 lik8 th1• end ~make• .mo 
wrylltll<iou• 
Gred• 3 : I 1omlltlmat hlel 111<11 lhl• end ~ bo1h•ro me. 
Grad• 2 . I *Orna~m .. f511l fll<.e tlit but~ dOllll'I b.,.,.,.,,,., 
Qnlde 1 . , ,.,,.iyi.111·~• lltlt 
Grade O. Thi• thO<lgM wcllld nQV<lr o-ou my mind 
Please dick the 9r1ol• button besocl oa th• followlp9 Gr1dln1 5dl•"'•· 
l 2 4 • 
I!. I have habds that tnake mo &el a t.lun. 
12. l am Ullllslo to IJY 'no', even~ others nm:. doll>ad• lhtt ft clalrl)' 
unrcuonablc. 
13. When e.,_ ,-.,,, occur 111 my kfe, duly lnQ1lr f!l'OOI f.o1t 111 !M, 
even lhougji Olber people doo't seem to bo bOlhctcd by d:ic ,.,,.. •llU.ell.On. 
IS. I hale conl!M:t llQd Wiil avOld II: et Ill c•st. 
16. ld.I'mfed».ofino1111iu111inkf.o. 
17. I l'A1l that clhert ore b•- lhlll me. 
18 I suffer f'n>tn • p"'111:11lar boaltb problam thot k:eeps ••C\llTID8 
19. There are tlilcgt l cOl.lld do to improve my lit. ·- but I'm net dotlla 
them. 
Bock Rent Nex1 Submrt 
Figurel.5: Survey Form 
1. Select your grade by clicking the radio button. 
2. After completing the form, click 'Submit' button. 
r 
3. The database will be update. If the user submitted successful, the windows will 
display the result and provide some suitable treatments. 
4. If the user fails to complete the form, error message will pop out. 
5. Click 'Reset' button to open new form or clear the form. 
6. Click 'Next' to open another survey page. 
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Treatments/Exercises 
MeRlal lleallll 
Ernolloaal e-lU., Menial 
8-.llll ud l'll7Sloal Beal.Ill 
Figure 1.6: Treatments/Exercises main Page 
1. Different types of treatments are shown. 
2. User should choose a suitab]e exercise to do. 
3. Click the link and will pop up the treatment page. 
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Treatments 
C:imut rpot 
'iiiiH m+ii 
Ahns: 
Help• to calm and relax you mentally and emouon.illy. 
Wb.~tto do? 
1. Rest line Snaer• of Y""< ngbt hand in tilt boDow \111de=llb lbe neht collor'boo<I w!Jj!4 you br•llb• u 
I. Take a dup brellb UI 
2. Breathe half way out 
3. Breolh all the wa.y out 
4. Brellhe llCt'm.QJly fur OlllJ breolho cycle 
"'•'" ··- /~ Md~ of to11d 
The P'Hitiou of tht" t0Ua1Lour poh1tf ftH1I ~1h,.1 aru1~QUHt on •hf' luhly 
- Oontlnue " 
Noxt 
Figure 1.7: Treatments 
1. Step by step statement will be given to let user easier to understand. 
2. Each page wilJ display different treatment with the aims, what you are going to do 
with this exercise, how to do, what if do the wrong steps or how much time are take 
to finish the exercises. 
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Generate Report 
Main Menu 
'h 'f lfiflii"' 
Hr• 
•••• - 
Generate Report 
5IDi!llTaQ.~" 
1. Window wiJI dispJay the entire student's data. It wil1 generate the records of students; 
l 4'10fl~ 
,, , 
Figure 1.8: Generate Report 
the score and suggested treatment are provided. 
2. User can cJick icon printer at the top page to print the report. 
3. User can click Refresh button to refresh the data. 
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